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Nuclear moments are nuclear observables which are genuinely independent of mod-
els for nuclear structure and yet sensitively dependent on the way of occupation of va-
lence orbits by nucleons. Thus, they carry key information on the nuclear structure.
Precise measurement of the nuclear moment for a wide variety of nuclei requires slow
or stopped radioactive isotopes (SSRI) with their spins polarized. In the present study,
therefore, the following four subjects are pursued:
• A model experiment where some nucleus in the region far from stability is pro-
duced, spin-polarized and subjected to a nuclear moment measurement aiming at
the nuclear structure study: a study of change of nuclear structure in the island of
inversion. The ground-state electric quadrupole moment of 33Al is measured by !-
NMR spectroscopy, using projectile-fragmentation reaction as a means to polarize
the 33Al spin.
• The method for production of SSRI: a study to improve technique of the ion-guide
isotope separator on-line (IGISOL) is made.
• New method for measuring magnetic moment of the unstable nuclei: the atomic
beam resonance method for SSRI is studied.
• A method to produce spin polarization using low-energy nucleon-transfer reac-
tion: a low-energy spin-polarized 17N via the inverse-kinematic reaction is dis-
cussed.
■Erosion of N ! 20 shell in 33Al investigated through the ground-state electric
quadrupole moment Electric quadrupole moment Q of the 33Al ground state has
been measured by means of !-NMR spectroscopy using a spin-polarized 33Al beam pro-
duced in a projectile fragmentation reaction. The obtained Q moment, |Qexp(33Al) | !
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132(16) emb, shows a signi!cant excess from the prediction of shell model calculations
within the sd shell. The result indicates sizable admixing of pf intruder con!gurations
in the ground state, demonstrating that the N ! 20 shell closure certainly erodes in
33Al, a nucleus located on the border of the island of inversion. Comparison was made
with predictions of the Monte Carlo shell model, and also a particle-vibration coupling
model treating the neutron pairing correlations in the ground state of 33Al. Again, a sig-
ni!cant admixture of pf intruder con!gurations to the 33Al ground state was needed in
the both theoretical approaches to explain the observed large Q.
■Development of ion-guide isotope separator on-line The Ion-Guide Isotope Sepa-
rator On-Line (IGISOL) has been developed. It is a kind of ISOL specialized for unstable
nuclei having short half-lives (! 0.5 s) and high melting temperatures (" 1000 K). Using
the IGISOL and a conventional fast-slow coincidence method with a high-purity ger-
manium detector and a BaF2 detector, a half-life of an 163.82-keV excited state in
105Ru
was measured to be 18.0(5) ns. Its error was reduced to one sixth of the previous one.
Additionally, in order to improve a mass resolving power (MRP) and yields of unstable
nuclei, a sextupole ion-guide (SPIG) has been installed after the exit hole of the gas cell.
The SPIG improves the vacuum around the acceleration stage of the separator, focuses
the extracted ions scattered by collisions with residual molecules, and then reduces the
energy spread of the extracted ions. Consequently, MRP in fwhm improved from 100
to at least 260.
■Development of atomic beam method for unstable nuclei Atomic Beam Reso-
nance method for Radioactive Isotope (RIABR), we have been developing, is extended
application of the Rabi resonance method to the unstable nuclei. Here we report devel-
opment of the RIABR device consisting of an atomic beam source including a stopping
cell and a neutralizer, a sextupole magnet, the NMR section including a RF cavity and
a dipole magnet, a quadrupole magnet, and a RI detection device. Especially, develop-
ment process of the atomic beam source of the thermalized and neutral unstable nuclei
is reported in detail, due to the most important part of the RIABR device.
■low-energy spin-polarized 17N New scheme of producing spin-polarized RI
17N via the inverse-kinematics reaction has been developed for application of the
spin-polarized RI beam to condensed matter physics including impurity and electronic
dynamics in semiconductors. The 17N beam was produced by bombarding a thin
Be target with 18O having energy beam of 7.0 AMeV and intensity of 240 pnA. Next,
the spin polarization was measured with !-NMR by selecting it emission angle and
momentum using the CRIB. A result obtained absolute polarization equal to 0.4 %,
which looks like rather small. The calculation according to the Brink’s matching
condition shows the possibility to rise |P | as the energy of the primary beam increases.
As described above, the nuclear moment is one of the most fundamental physical
quantities revealing the nuclear structure. The production method of the SSRI leads to
technique of the most precise measurement using the stopped unstable nuclei. Thus,
v
it is important development as well as the experiment with the in-"ight method vig-
orously developed in recent years. The precise measurement of the nuclear structure
with the SSRI is one of the best experimental candidate bringing out the microscopic
collective system of the many-body system of the nucleons.
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• 入射核破砕反応と ! 核磁気共鳴法 (!-NMR) を用いた逆転の島における核構造の変化










ある．不安定核が ! 崩壊の際に放出する ! 線の角度分布はスピンの方向に依存しているた
め，スピン偏極した RIからの !線はその分布に偏りを持つ．!-NMRでは結晶中に打ち込
vii
んだスピン偏極した RIに対し高周波 (RF)を照射し，それと同時に !線の分布の変化を検出
することによりNMRを判別する手法である．これにより，共鳴周波数を決定することが可
能となり，すなわち核モーメントを決定することが可能となる．また，入射核破砕反応では







てNe, Na, Mgの同位体で中性子数が魔法数である 20を持つものの近傍は “逆転の島”と呼
ばれている．安定核領域では殻構造における sd殻が埋まったあと pf 殻に属する軌道へと中
性子は配位されていくと考えられていたが，ここでは pf 軌道のエネルギー準位が下り sd殻
へと侵入しているがために準位の逆転や混合が起っているものと考えられる．Alの同位体
は逆転の島の境界に位置しており，これを用いて核構造の変化を追った．その結果，33Alの


























最近の IGISOL を用いて実施された実験のひとつに 105Ru の 163.82 keV の準位の半減
viii
期測定がある．IGISOL により質量分離した 105Tc を用いて，高純度 Ge 検出器と BaF2
で fast-slow coincidence 法により半減期を測定した．その結果 18.0(5) ns を得た．この
誤差は Holland によって報告されている値の 1/6 に改善された．また Holland に倣い，
pairing-plus-quadrupole残留相互作用を考慮した半経験的殻模型による値と比較をした．
結果は Hollandの主張を支持するものであった．
さて，PAC法による磁気モーメントの測定手法を確立するためには 104 cps以上の RIの
収量が必要となるが，現状では多い RIでも 103 cpsであり強度が足りない．よって，改良
が必要となった．収量増加のための一つの解として質量分解能の向上が挙げられる．現在の

















いたオンライン実験により M/#M は 260 以上となり，質量数 130 程度の粒子に対しても
単一アイソバービームをビームライン末端まで輸送することができることを確認した．一方






















いった大枠は完了した．そして，本装置の前半にあたる破砕片停止 · 収集 ·引き出し部の開







































実験は CNS の低エネルギー不安定核ビーム分離装置 CRIB を用いて行った．
9Be(18O,17N)反応によって生成した 17Nに対し出射角の依存性を測定した結果，実験室系






量である．ここで述べた IGISOLや SPIG,そして理研で開発されている SLOWRIや PALIS
などの低速不安定核ビームを生成する技術は対象となる不安定核を停止した状態で精密に測
定することを可能とする技術へとつながるため，現在急速に発展した in-"ightでの実験と
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2 Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Study of structure of unstable nuclei
A nucleus is an unique physical entity that represents a many-body system of strongly
interacting fermions consisting of protons and neutrons. Furthermore, it is an attrac-
tive subject of study which incorporates microscopic measurements, such as $-, !-
and "-spectroscopy and nuclear reactions. The studies of light-mass neutron-rich
unstable nuclei have revealed their exotic nature, e.g. formation of the neutron halo,
disappearance of the conventional magic numbers and appearance of the new magic
numbers. Such information on the nuclei far from the ! stability indicates essen-
tial change of a microscopic nuclear structure, e.g. intruder con!gurations from the
upper orbits. Nuclear moments are dependent on occupation of valence orbits by
nucleons, as well as quantities independent of the nuclear structure models. Thus,
their information plays important roles in the study of nuclear structure.
Precise measurement and wide application of the nuclear moment require Slow or
Stopped Radioactive Isotopes (SSRI). The production method of SSRI, such as the Ion-
Guide Isotope Separator On-Line (IGISOL) that we have been developed at CYclotron
RadioIsotope Center (CYRIC) located in Tohoku University, and the slow radioactive
nuclear ion beam facility (SLOWRI) and the PArasitic Laser Ion-Source (PALIS) de-
veloped in RIKEN [1, 2], leads to technique for the most precise measurement using
slow or stopped unstable nuclei. Thus, it is important development as well as the ex-
periment with the in-"ight method vigorously developed in recent years, such as the
projectile fragmentation at RIPS [3] and the in-"ight !ssion at BigRIPS [4] in RIKEN.
The precise measurement of observables embodying the nuclear structure is one of
the best experimental strategies bringing out the microscopic collective aspects of the
many-body system of nucleons.
1.1.1 Known nuclear moments
Nuclear magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments are sensitive respectively
to nucleon con!guration and to E2 collectivity. Thus, systematic studies of nuclear
moments can reveal the evolution of the nuclear structure.
Figure 1.1 shows known magnetic moments of ground and excited states taken
from the compilation by Stone [5]. Most of known nuclear moments, that are not
only magnetic moments but also electric quadrupole moments, belong to light-mass,
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Fig. 1.1 Known magnetic moments of ground state and excited state. The data
were taken from the compilation by Stone [5].
alkali, alkaline-earth, heavy-mass proton-rich, mirror or stable nuclei.
Recently, we have been paying attention to two blank regions in the neutron-rich
side of the nuclear chart presented in Fig. 1.1.
The !rst region is the region of nuclear chart which consists of neutron-rich Ne, Na,
and Mg isotopes around the neutron number N ! 20, known as the island of inversion,
where the nuclear ground states are dominated by intruder con!gurations from the
upper pf orbits and are known to be considerably deformed [6].
The second is the A !100–130 region, where 132Sn is known to be spherically
shaped due to the double-closed shell while 100Zr is to be strongly deformed, though
the di$erence in proton number between Sn and Zr is only ten. Thus, neutron-rich
Ru and Rh isotopes located in a region between Zr and Sn would be right in the
middle of transition in nuclear structure, that would appear as a phenomenon of the
shape-coexistence in low-lying states [7, 8].
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1.2 Study of unstable nuclei with nuclear moments
1.2.1 Application of in-flight method with high-energy beam: electric
quadrupole moment of 33Al and border of island of inversion
Three contradictory results are reported as for 33Al belonging to a border of the is-
land of inversion. One is the µ-moment measurement of the ground state [9], where
it is suggested that the mixture of pf intruder con!gurations could explain an ob-
served di$erence, #µ(33Al) ! 3.9 %, between the experimental µ(33Al) moment and
a shell-model calculation within the sd model space. Second is the !-" spectroscopic
work [10], which indicates that the observed !-decay properties of 33Al are well de-
scribed by the sd shell model calculations, suggesting that the ground state of this
nucleus lies primarily outside of the island of inversion. Contrary to this, !nally, the !-
decay study [11] indicates a sizable admixture of intruder con!gurations in the 33Al
ground state.
It would be worth noting here that, although most of theoretical analyses of the
nuclear structures arising in the island of inversion are based on the consideration of
strong nuclear deformations [12, 13], the possibility of other mechanisms may also be
important. For instance, the importance of the neutron pairing correlation instead of
nuclear deformation [14] and a picture of quadrupole-shape "uctuations which dom-
inate both the ground and the excited I! ! 0+ states [15] were proposed to describe
the 32Mg nucleus.
In the present work [16], the ground-state Q moment of 33Al has been measured
by means of !-ray-detected nuclear magnetic resonance (!-NMR) [17] with incor-
poration of the technique of fragmentation-induced spin-polarized radioactive iso-
tope beams [18, 19]. Comparing the obtained Q(33Al) with those reported for other
neutron-rich aluminum isotopes, possible evolution of nuclear structure around 33Al
will be signi!ed due to its high sensitivity to the collectivity such as deformation and
paring correlation. Details are given in Chap. 2.
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1.2.2 Advance of nuclear-moment experiment: more precise, more appli-
cable
Production of Slow or Stopped Radioactive Isotope (SSRI): Ion-guide Iso-
tope Separator On-line
The Ion-Guide Isotope Separator On-Line (IGISOL) is a kind of the ISOL specialized
for unstable nuclei having shorter half-lives (! 0.5 s) and higher melting temperatures
(" 1000 K) [20, 21]. The principle of IGISOL is the following: radioactive ions recoil
out of the thin target after the nuclear reaction, and are thermalized in a helium bu$er
gas after many collisions. These ions are transported out of the target chamber by a
helium "ow, and guided into the mass separator by an electric !eld.
The radio-frequency ion-guide type ISOL has been developed in CYRIC located at
Tohoku University, named “Tohoku RF-IGISOL”. It has following unique properties:
1) the nuclear reaction is a proton-induced !ssion of a thin uranium target, 2) a vol-
ume of the gas cell is larger and a pressure of the helium gas !lling the target chamber
is higher than a conventional IGISOL in order to enlarge an acceptable range of re-
coiled fragments, and then 3) a combination of DC and inhomogeneous RF electric
!elds are applied to collect recoiled fragments to an exit hole of the gas cell [22–25].
Using Tohoku RF-IGISOL, some experimental programs have been carried out,
such as measurements of g-factor of the 225.98-keV excited state in 109Rh [24], the
half-life and the magnetic moment of the 49.72-keV excited state in 132I [26], and the
half-life of the 163.82-keV excited state in 105Ru described in Chap. 3.
Chapter 3, additionally, explains a improvement of Tohoku IGISOL. In order to
improve a mass resolving power and yields of unstable nuclei, a SextuPole Ion-Guide
(SPIG) [27] has been installed after the exit hole of the gas cell. The SPIG improves
the vacuum around the acceleration stage of the separator and reduces the energy
spread of the extracted ions. Consequently, the mass-separated ions are well focused
at a measuring device, and the RI ions employed to the measurement increase.
Application of SSRI: Atomic beam method for unstable nuclei
A number of nuclear moments have been measured by using spin-polarized Radioac-
tive Isotope (RI) beams from the projectile-fragment reaction combined with the nu-
clear magnetic resonance via change in the angular distribution of !-rays (!-NMR
method). This approach, however, requires several conditions to be ful!lled. One
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is to !nd a suitable host material in which the spin polarization of the implanted RI
can keep long enough, since the spin relaxation time is very sensitive to the chemical
properties of combination of an implanted atom and the host material. Another im-
portant factor is degree of the !-ray asymmetry parameter which largely determines
the performance of the measurement.
To overcome the di#culties forecasted in such requirements when the measure-
ments of the nuclear moments are extended to the heavier mass region, we attempt to
develop a new method which involves a low-energy spin-polarized RI beam, named
the Atomic Beam Resonance method for RI (RIABR). This method is extended ap-
plication to the unstable nuclei of the Rabi resonance method [28–30]. This has an
advantage that neither special host material nor a large !-ray asymmetry is required,
since the magnetic resonance is performed in-"ight and the resonance is detected
simply via change of a position of the unstable nuclei reaching at the end of the ap-
paratus. Chapter 4 describes a development of the RIABR apparatus in detail.
Development of production method of low-energy spin-polarized 17N via
inverse-kinematics reaction
An application of spin-polarized RI beam is not only nuclear physics but also con-
densed matter physics including magnetism in metals and insulators, impurity and
electronic dynamics in semiconductors, and superconductivity. In addition, the spin-
polarized RI beam may even be an exclusive tool to investigate surfaces, layers and
nano-sized structures, if energy and spatial distribution (spot size) of the beam can be
controlled with su#cient precision. Production of the RI beam via inverse-kinematics
reactions may be one of the most appropriate methods to obtain such spin-polarized
RI beams. In the low-energy nucleon-transfer reaction, selection in both the recoil
angle and the a kinetic energy of the product nuclei may bring a spin polarization
to the RI beam. In the inverse-kinematics arrangement, the distribution in the recoil
angle in the normal kinematics shows up as a sharply focused angular dispersion
of the RI beam, and thus facilitating a very e#cient transportation of the RI beam.
Yet, the narrow but !nite widths of the angular and energy distribution of the RI
beam preserve the memory of the recoil angle and energy, and consequently, by se-
lecting a certain region of emission angles and energies of RI beam, the RI beam will
be spin-polarized. In addition, in the inverse-kinematics arrangement an in-"ight
mass separator could be available, and it provides separation based on momentum
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analysis and facilitates formation of a well-focused RI Beam. Therefore, new scheme
of producing low-energy spin-polarized RI beam via the inverse-kinematics reaction
has been developed, as given in Chap. 5.

Part I
Application of In-flight Method using




Erosion of N ! 20 Shell in 33Al
Investigated through Ground-state
Electric Quadrupole Moment
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2.1 Introduction
The region in the nuclear chart consisting of neutron-rich Ne, Na, and Mg isotopes
around the neutron number N ! 20 is known as the island of inversion, where the
nuclear ground states are dominated by intruder con!gurations from the upper pf
orbits and are considerably deformed [6]. Among the N ! 20 isotones, numerous
studies have been conducted for nuclei inside the island of inversion [6, 31–35], but not
much e$ort has been devoted to their neighbors, such as 33Al. In the systematic mass
measurements around A % 32 [12, 13], from which the anomalously tight binding of
nuclei in this region was recognized, no remarkable feature was found for 33Al [36,
37].
Nuclear magnetic dipole (µ) and electric quadrupole (Q) moments are sensitive
respectively to the nucleon con!guration and to the E2 collectivity. Recently, the µ-
moment measurement of the 33Al ground state has been reported [9], where it is
suggested that the mixing of pf intruder con!gurations could explain the observed
di$erence, #µ(33Al) ! 3.9 %, between the experimental µ(33Al) moment and a shell-
model calculation within the sd model space. This observation contradicts a !-" spec-
troscopic work carried out on 33Al [10], which reports that the observed !-decay prop-
erties of 33Al are well described by the sd shell model calculations, suggesting that the
ground state of this nucleus lies primarily outside of the island of inversion. Contrary
to this, a !-decay study [11] indicates a sizable admixture of intruder con!gurations
in the 33Al ground state.
It would be worth noting here that, although most of theoretical analyses of the nu-
clear structures conducted for nuclei in the island of inversion are based on the consid-
eration of strong nuclear deformations [12, 13], the possibility of other mechanisms
may also be important. For instance, the importance of the neutron pairing corre-
lation instead of nuclear deformation [14] and a picture of quadrupole-shape "uc-
tuations which dominate both the ground and the excited I! ! 0+ states [15] were
proposed to describe the 32Mg nucleus.
In the present work [16], the ground-state Q moment of 33Al (I! ! 5/2+, T1/2!
41.7(2) ms) has been measured by means of !-ray-detected nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (!-NMR) [17] with incorporation of the technique of fragmentation-induced
spin-polarized radioactive isotope beams [18, 19]. Comparing the obtained Q(33Al)
with those reported for other neutron-rich aluminum isotopes, possible evolution
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of nuclear structure around 33Al will be signi!ed due to its high sensitivity to the
collectivity such as deformation and paring correlation. So far, the µ moments of
30–34Al [9, 38–40] and the Q moments of 31,32Al [41–43] have been measured.
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2.2 Experiment
The experiment was carried out at the Grand Accélérateur National d’Ions Lourds
(GANIL). A beam of 33Al was obtained from the fragmentation of 36S projectiles at
E ! 77.5 AMeV on a 0.22 g/cm2 thick 9Be target. In order to produce spin-polarized
33Al, fragments emitted at !nite angles, "Lab = 1 to 3 &, from the primary beam di-
rection were introduced to the fragment separator LISE. The primary beam was de-
"ected by 2° with respect to the target located at the spectrometer entrance. A range
of momenta p/pb !1.026–1.041 was selected with slits placed at the momentum-
dispersive intermediate focal plane. Here, pb ! 11.7 GeV/c is the fragment mo-
mentum corresponding to the projectile velocity. With a 2-µA intensity of the pri-
mary 36S16+ beam, LISE provided the beam of 33Al with a purity of 75 % and in-
tensity of 1300 particles/s. The spin-polarized 33Al fragments were transported to
a !-NMR apparatus [44] located at the !nal focus of LISE, and were implanted in
a stopper of hexagonal $#Al2O3 single crystal (corundum). A static magnetic !eld
B0 ! 497.62 mT was applied to the stopper in order to preserve the 33Al spin polariza-
tion. The layout of the !-NMR apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.1. The $#Al2O3 crystal
was cut into a 25.5 ' 28 ' 1 mm3 slab, and was mounted in a stopper chamber so
that the c-axis was oriented parallel to the B0 !eld. The stopper was kept in vacuum
and cooled to a temperature T % 80 K to suppress the spin-lattice relaxation of 33Al
during the !-decay [41].
The Q moment interacts with an electric !eld gradient eq acting at the site of the
implanted nucleus in a single crystal stopper. The eqQ interaction causes energy
shifts in the individual Zeeman magnetic sublevels. Under the present situation of
the experiment, where the angle between the c-axis and the B0 !eld was set at " ! 0 &,
the resonance frequency #m ,m+1 between magnetic sublevels m and m+1 (m ! #I ,#I+
1, . . . , I # 1) of the nuclear spin I ! 5/2 is given by
#m ,m+1 ! #L # #Q
!
3 cos2 " # 1




40 (2m + 1)#Q , (2.1)
where #L denotes the Larmor frequency, #Q! eqQ/h the quadrupole coupling con-
stant, and eq the electric !eld gradient along the c-axis. Q and h denote the Q mo-
ment and the Planck’s constant, respectively. If the true value for #Q is inserted in
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic layout of the !-NMR apparatus. Details are given in Ref. 44.
Eq. (2.1), the application of an oscillating magnetic !eld B1 whose frequency is swept
across #m ,m+1 (#Q) should lead to a reversal of the population between sublevels m
and m + 1 (the adiabatic fast passage technique (AFP) [45]). Application of a B1
!eld having all these !ve (=2I) di$erent #m ,m+1 frequency components ensures that
through scanning the single parameter #Q, the ful!llment of #Q! eqQ(33Al)/h could
be detected through the simultaneous occurrence of all the 2I ! 5 resonances, which
consequently leads to collective alteration of the spin polarization [41]. Note that the
full reversal of spin requires a sequence of stepwise reversals between two contigu-
ous sublevels. The B1 !eld was applied in I(2I + 1) ! 15 steps in the same sequence








with #Qlower and #Qupper denoting the lower and upper bounds of
the searched #Q region.
Thus, the #Q resonance was detected as a change in the !-ray asymmetry (we here-
after denote this technique of !-ray detected NMR spectroscopy in a non-cubic crystal
by the !-NQR method). The !-rays emitted from the implanted 33Al nuclei were de-
tected with scintillator telescopes located above and below the stopper. They were
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housed inside the vacuum chamber, each consisting of three 1-mm-thick plastic scin-
tillators. The up/down ratio R of the !-ray counts is written as
R ! a
1 + #/c · A!P
1 # #/c · A!P
% a(1 + 2A!P), (2.2)
where a is a constant factor representing asymmetries in the counter solid angles
($! $ 4! ' 0.22 sr each) and e#ciencies, v/c the velocity of the ! particle, A! the
asymmetry parameter, and P the 33Al nuclear spin polarization. The primary branch
of the 33Al !-decay is to the ground state of 33Si with a branching ratio of $ 89 % [10]
and decay Q value Q! ! 11.990 MeV [47]. Since a ! particle looses part of its energy
in penetrating the materials around the stopper before entering the !-raytelescope,
only those ! particles with E! " 1600 keV [48] (or v/c " 0.97) were counted. Thus,
the ratio R in Eq. (2.2) is well approximated by the second expression setting v/c ( 1.
By taking a double ratio R/R0, where R0 is the value for R measured without the B1






% 1 # 4A!P, (2.3)
if the fragment spin polarization is fully reversed from P to #P. Since the constant
a is canceled out in Eq. (2.3), the alternation of the spin polarization can be detected
as the deviation of R/R0 from the unity. The resonance frequency is derived from
the position of a peak or dip in the R/R0 spectrum. The experiment was done with
a pulsed beam with typical beam-on and beam-o$ periods of 20 and 109 ms, respec-
tively. In the beam-o$ period, the sequence of the B1-!eld for the nuclear magnetic
resonance was applied in the !rst 9 ms duration, and then the !-rays were counted
in the remaining 100 ms duration.
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2.3 Data analysis
Fig. 2.2(a) shows a !-NMR spectrum obtained for 33Al in a cubic Si crystal in runs
prior to the NQR measurements, using the same apparatus and B0 setting for the
#L determination. The spectrum was analyzed based on a least-%2 !tting procedure
with a Gaussian function











Here a and #(0) are the parameters that were varied during the !tting procedure,
while & was kept constant at values obtained from a numerical simulation, in which
a time-dependent Schrödinger equation of the spin motion in the AFP spin reversal
process was solved under the actual B0 and B1 magnetic !eld settings. The resulting
!tting curve is also shown in Fig. 2.2(a). From the peak frequency #L ! 6217(3) kHz,
a result µ ! 4.097(2) µN was deduced. The error quoted here included an error in
the B0 !eld calibration, performed for the present !-NMR setup with a proton NMR
probe, of #B0 ) 0.01 mT, which was in fact negligibly small. The presently obtained
µ value agrees with the reported value µ ! 4.088(5) µN [9] within the experimental
error. From the resonance amplitude the spin polarization of 33Al was determined to
be P $ #2.0(5) %, assuming A! $ 0.89, as deduced from the experimentally known
!-decay branching ratios [10].
In Figs. 2.2(b) and (c) the measured R/R0 ratios for the 33Al in $#Al2O3 single crys-
tal are shown as a function of the quadrupole frequency #Q (the !-NQR spectrum).
In principle, the resonance width of AFP-NMR spectra becomes approximately a bin
width of the swept frequency. The observed widths of the obtained NQR spectra are,
however, much broader than ##Q ! 485(176) kHz of a wide (narrow) #Q-window
scan. By !tting the spectrum of the wide #Q-window scan shown in Fig. 2.2(b) to
a Gaussian function G& (#Q ) of Eq. (2.4), a substantially broader width 1.3(2) MHz
(FWHM), calculated from the resulting & ! 564(97) kHz, was obtained, where &, as
well as a and #Q (0) , were treated as free parameters to be determined through the
!tting. The obtained parameter #Q (0) ! 2116(73) kHz represents the position of the
peak, from which the quadrupole coupling constant eqQ/h will be deduced. Ac-
cording to a numerical simulation, &AFP ! 209 kHz is expected as a width caused by
the AFP spin reversal process, in which further line-shape broadening e$ects, e.g.,
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due to the "uctuation of an electric !eld gradient q are not included. As a result,
an extra broadening &extra ! 524 kHz is needed in order to reproduce the observed
& ! 564 kHz. The origin of &extra has not yet been well understood. Although an ex-
ternally implanted Al ion would most likely stop at the site of the same element in
the host crystal, there may be a possibility that some fraction of the implanted ions
stop at other, metastable, sites. Also, some of the implanted ions might stop at a site
of 27Al atom that is accompanied by a near-by lattice defect produced by implan-
tation, thus leading to a shifted NQR resonance. In these cases the NQR spectrum
would show a broadened peak. In the present analysis such e$ects are expressed as
a non-zero value of &extra. We therefore took into account the extra width determined
in the !tting, &extra ! 524 kHz, as an independent systematic error. Thus, an exper-
imental error '#Q (0) ! ±77 (stat)±524 (sys) kHz was assigned to the peak frequency
#Q (0) ! 2116 kHz, where an uncertainty from the eq value, '#Q (0) ! 14 kHz, and
that from a " setting error, 1.1 kHz, were also included. The same !tting procedure
was then applied to a narrow #Q-window scan spectrum shown in Fig. 2.2(c), with a
resulting peak frequency #Q (0) ! 2159(46) kHz. For the obtained peak an extra broad-
ening e$ect was observed again with & ! 263 kHz at this time, and was regarded to
represent a systematic error in the obtained #Q (0) . Thus, the peak frequency was de-
termined to be #Q (0) ! 2159±46 (stat)±263 (sys) kHz. The #Q (0)’s determined from the
wide and narrow #Q scans agree very well. We have obtained a quadrupole coupling
constant |#Q (0) | ! |eqQ/h | ! 2.16(27) MHz from the narrow #Q scan, in which the ob-
served extrabroadening e$ect is smaller. The Q moment of 33Al is deduced from the
relation |Q(33Al) | ! |Q(27Al) · #Q (27Al)/#Q (27Al) |, where Q(27Al) and #Q (27Al) de-
note the Q moment of 27Al and the quadrupole coupling constant of 27Al in $#Al2O3,
respectively. By inserting the reported values Q(27Al) ! 146.6(10) emb [49] and
#Q (27Al) ! 2389(2) kHz [50], the ground-state Q moment for 33Al has been deter-
mined as |Qexp(33Al) | ! 132(16) emb.
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Fig. 2.2 (a) The NMR spectrum obtained for the ground state of 33Al in a Si crystal.
(b), (c) The NQR spectra obtained in an $#Al2O3 crystal with wide and narrow #Q-
window scans. The ordinate of each spectrum shows a double ratio R/R0, where
R denotes the up/down ratio of the !-ray counts measured with application of
the B1 !eld for the quadrupole coupling frequency #Q, and R0 the up/down ratio
without the B1 !eld. The vertical bar attached to the data point represents the
statistical error due to !-counting statistics, while the horizontal bar indicates the
width of the #(#Q ) frequency sweeps. The results of the least-%2 !tting analysis
are shown by solid curves.
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2.4 Discussion
Before turning to a closer examination of |Qexp(33Al) |, a few remarks should be made
concerning its µ moment. In the study of the µ-moment measurement of 33Al [9],
µexp(33Al), it was reported that |µexp(33Al) | di$ers from the theoretical µ of the shell-
model calculation with the USD interaction [51] by 3.9 %, and that this di$erence
can be explained by the admixture of pf -intruder con!gurations of at least 25 %. This
statement is also supported by a large scale shell model calculation in the Monte Carlo
Shell Model (MCSM), with the SDPF-M interaction [52]. This calculation reproduces
|µexp(33Al) |within a 0.4 % di$erence, in which the admixture of 63 % intruder con!g-
urations is predicted. The above observation also indicates that µexp(33Al) is rather
insensitive to the pf admixture. This insensitivity seems reasonable if con!gurations,
in which two neutrons are excited to the pf orbit, are considered. The contribution
from these con!gurations to the µ moment is a second-order correction, while the
contribution to the Q moment is a !rst-order e$ect. Re"ecting this, the theoretical
value of Q(33Al) in the SDPF-M model largely di$ers from that in the USD model,
by #Q(33Al) ! 41 %, in contrast to the small di$erence #µ(33Al) ! 4.3 %*! in the
theoretical values of µ(33Al) between the two models. A similar example is the case
of 29Na, in which both the USD and SDPF-M calculations well reproduce the experi-
mental µmoment, while their theoretical Q moments di$er by 30 % from each other.
The experimental Q agrees well with the SDPF-M prediction [54].
The obtained |Qexp(33Al) |, together with those reported for other odd-aluminum
isotopes [41, 43, 49], is plotted as a function of mass number in Fig. 2.3(a). The val-
ues of the 27,31Al and 33Al I ! 5/2 ground states are all very similar, around 130 to
140 emb. However, if N ! 20 is a well-developed shell gap, then one would expect
a much smaller quadrupole moment for 33Al, as its quadrupole moment would be
only determined by the odd-proton con!guration (thus including only proton-proton
correlations). No mixing of neutron con!gurations in the ground state wave func-
tion can occur if the N ! 20 shell is completely !lled and excitations across N ! 20
are excluded. When opening the N ! 20 shell, as in 27Al and 31Al, an increase in
the quadrupole moment occurs due to proton-neutron and neutron-neutron correla-
*! The quoted value of di$erence #µ(33Al) ! 4.3 % is for a case when the free-nucleon M1 operators
are adopted, as in Ref. 9. If instead the e$ective operators of Ref. 53 are adopted, #µ(33Al) becomes
6.7 % which is still small compared to #Q(33Al).
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tions in the sd shell. This is nicely shown by the USD shell model calculations [51],
which are performed in the sd shell model space for both protons and neutrons. As in
our earlier studies [41, 43, 55] isospin-dependent e$ective charges were used for pro-
tons and neutrons [56].*" Independent on the used e$ective interaction (USD, USDA
or USDB [57]), a similar trend is predicted for the odd-Al quadrupole moments, in
agreement with the observed values for 27Al and 31Al. However, the predicted value
for 33Al (95 emb) is much smaller than the observed one (132(16) emb), suggesting
that neutron-neutron and/or neutron-proton correlations are required to reproduce
the increased 33Al quadrupole moment. Thus opening up the sd shell is needed, and
excitations of neutrons into the fp shell, across the N ! 20 gap, need to be taken into
account.
In Fig. 2.3(a) theoretical Q moments predicted by the MCSM, with the SDPF-M
interaction [52] and the constant e$ective charges adopted in the study of Na iso-
topes [54], are shown by a dotted line (i). Also, the probability for the pf intruder
con!guration predicted by the MCSM is shown in Fig. 2.3(b). In fact, the predicted
pf intruder probability increases from 5–10 % for the cases of 29–32Al to 63 % for
the 33Al case, suggesting a weakening of the N ! 20 shell closure. Accordingly,
the theoretical Q moment for 33Al is large, QMCSM(33Al) ! 166 emb. The observed
Q, '''Qexp(33Al)''' ! 132(16) emb, falls in between the USD and MCSM values. We
note, however, that MCSM well reproduces |Qexp(33Al) | if we adopt the above noted
isospin-dependent e$ective charges, as shown by a dotted line (ii). The situation
is de!nitely di$erent from the neighboring nucleus 31Al, for which the µ [38] and
Q [41, 43] moments as well as the level structure [38] are well reproduced by the sd
shell model.
The above observation indicates that the 33Al ground state is mixed with pf -
intruder con!gurations whereas the 31Al ground state is not. In a next step, we can
investigate whether the admixture of pf -intruder con!gurations is caused by a static
nuclear deformation. Assuming an axially symmetric static deformation with the
nuclear spin along the symmetry axis, the spectroscopic quadrupole moment Q is
related to its intrinsic quadrupole moment Q0 through a relation:
Q !
3K2 # I(I + 1)
(I + 1)(2I + 3) Q0 (2.5)
*" Speci!cally, we took e$ective charges of proton (neutron) ep (en) = 1.10 (0.56), 1.09 (0.53), 1.07 (0.44),
and 1.05 (0.38) for 27,29,31,33Al isotopes, respectively.
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Fig. 2.3 (a) Experimental (solid circles) and theoretical (lines) Q moments of odd-
mass neutron-rich aluminum isotopes as a function of mass number. The data for
A ! 31 is plotted by taking a weighted average of the results from Refs. 41 and 43.
Theoretical values are obtained from shell model calculations with USD interac-
tions using isospin-dependent e$ective charges (solid line). Theoretical values of
Monte Carlo Shell Model (SDPF-M), for which (i) constant e$ective charges and (ii)
isospin-dependent e$ective charges are adopted, and a particle-vibration coupling
model (PVC) are also shown by dotted and dashed lines, respectively. (b) The prob-
abilities for normal and intruder con!gurations predicted by SDPF-M are shown.
with K the projection of the nuclear spin I on the deformation symmetry axis (thus
K ! I). The intrinsic quadrupole moment of an ellipsoidal charge distribution can











Using these expressions, we !nd similar deformation parameters for 31Al and 33Al,
respectively ( ! 0.25 and 0.24. This similarity between these ( values suggests that
the admixture of pf -intruder References con!gurations in 33Al does not receive sig-
ni!cant in"uence of the nuclear deformation, since such an admixture is considered
to be small in 31Al.
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Fig. 2.3(a) includes the prediction from the mean !eld approach [58] as in-
dicated by a dashed line: The structure of 33Al was treated in a microscopic
particle-vibration coupling (PVC) model in which the coordinate-space Skyrme-
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov and quasiparticle-random-phase approximations were
employed. In this model, the 33Al ground state was described as a proton single-hole
state (%d5/2)#1 coupled to a 34Si core to form I! ! 5/2+.
The PVC Hamiltonian is diagonalized in a model space consisting of the (%d5/2)#1
hole state coupled to the quadrupole vibrational states in 34Si. The resulting 33Al
ground-state wavefunction involves a substantial neutron mean occupation num-
ber in the pf orbit of ( 0.8. This feature is inherited from the I! ! 0+ core state
of 34Si. It is interesting to note that a spherical shape is predicted for the 34Si core
state in spite of the substantial amplitude of intruder con!gurations, where the neu-
tron pairing, instead of the static deformation, associated with the weakening of the
N ! 20 magic number plays an important role. Also, a predicted theoretical Q mo-
ment QPVC(33Al) ! 130 emb [58] with this wavefunction reproduces excellently the
presently obtained |Qexp(33Al) |.
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2.5 Summary
In summary, the ground-state Q moment of 33Al has been determined by the !-NQR
method using the fragmentation-induced spin polarization. The obtained Q mo-
ment, '''Qexp(33Al)''' ! 132(16) emb, shows a signi!cant excess from the prediction of
the USD shell model calculation. The large Q is a clear signature that the N ! 20 shell
closure erodes in 33Al. The structure of the 33Al ground state was then investigated
through the obtained |Qexp(33Al) | by comparing with theoretical values predicted
from the large scale shell model MCSM and a particle-vibration coupling model treat-
ing the neutron pairing correlations in the ground state of 33Al instead of the static
nuclear deformation. A signi!cant admixture of pf intruder con!gurations to the
33Al ground state was needed in both theoretical approaches to explain the observed
large Q.
Part II
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3.1 Introduction
■Ion guide isotope separator on-line The Isotope Separator On-Line (ISOL) is play-
ing an important role in studying unstable nuclei far from the !-stability line, where
the ability of the target-ion-source combination has a great in"uence on the success
of an ISOL experiment. Up to date, all possible e$orts have been exerted to obtain
better target-ion sources having higher e#ciency and faster release time for as many
elements as possible, and as a result the number of known nuclei is gradually increas-
ing. However, it seems that the front-line for discovering unknown nuclei is in some
kind of a deadlock, particularly with regard to proton-rich nuclei. This situation is
caused by the properties of the remaining unknown nuclei, i.e., they have shorter
half-lives (! 0.5 s) and higher melting temperatures (" 1000 K). Under these circum-
stances, the ion-guide method has appeared as one of the candidates for making a
breakthrough.
The ion-guide method (Ion Guide Isotope Separator On-Line, abbreviated as
IGISOL) was !rst developed by the group of the University of Jyväskylä on the basis
of the He-jet technique [20, 21, 59]. The principle of IGISOL is following: radioactive
recoil ions, being in a multiple-charge state, recoil out of the thin target after the
nuclear reaction, and are thermalized in helium bu$er gas after many collisions. The
important point is in the fact that some fraction of these thermalized atoms are still
in 1+ charge state, since the ionization potential of He atom has a larger value than
the heavier atoms. That is an astonishing fact from point of view of the atomic and
molecular physics on a gas phase. Therefore, the IGISOL-system does not need to
re-ionize the thermalized atom of unstable nucleus. The ions are transported by a
helium "ow out of the target chamber and are guided into the mass separator by an
electric !eld. The distinct features of the ion-guide method are simple construction,
versatility, stability and room-temperature operation, which are due to the fact that
there is no transfer tube, no evaporator and no ionizer.
■Brief history of studies of nuclear physics related to or using Tohoku IGISOL Since
1978, researches have been conducted on the nuclear structure and the fundamental
physics using the ion beam accelerated by the 680 cyclotron of K ! 50 MeV at CY-
clotron RadioIsotope Center (CYRIC) located in Tohoku University. The following is
a brief history.
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The !rst achievement is the measurement of the mirror transition of 5729Cu28 using
a high-speed target-rotation device (TARO) [60–62].
More precise measurement required low background radiation environment using
a mass-separated 57Cu, so that development of an ion-guide type isotope separator
on-line (IGISOL) had been started [63–67], and the present report stands in this line.
The IGISOL has been developed in the second target room (TR2) in CYRIC, named
“Tohoku IGISOL”.
Ion beams produced at the IGISOL are low in energy and well-focused, and thus
very suitable to be stored and trapped. A high-resolution laser microwave double-
resonance spectroscopy of trapped Sr+ ions was developed and was employed to
measure a whole undeveloped hyper!ne structure of the strontium isotopes [68, 69].
This was achieved for the stable Sr isotopes, so that measurement of the unstable Sr
had been planned using the IGISOL.
During 1998–2001, the 680 cyclotron has been replaced to a 930 cyclotron of K !
110 MeV and, simultaneously, the new project for the improvement of Tohoku IGISOL
has been started [22, 23]. In order to expand the elements of the obtained unstable
nuclei to the neutron-rich A=100–130 region, the nuclear reaction was changed from
the nucleon-transfer reaction to the proton-induced !ssion reaction of the thin ura-
nium and thorium target. In order to increase the yields of the obtained unstable
nuclei, this IGISOL has following unique properties: to enhance an acceptable range
of recoiled fragments, the volume of the target cell was larger and the pressure of
the helium gas !lling the target cell was higher, and to collect recoiled fragments to
an exit hole, a combination of DC and inhomogeneous radio-frequency (RF) electric
!elds applied in the target gas cell [22–25]. This radio-frequency ion-guide type ISOL
was named “Tohoku RF-IGISOL”.
■Studies using Tohoku RF-IGISOL and outline of this section A design and a perfor-
mance of the present Tohoku RF-IGISOL are described in Sec. 3.2.
Using Tohoku RF-IGISOL, some experimental programs have been carried out,
such as measurements of g-factor of the 225.98-keV excited state in 109Rh [24], the
half-life and the magnetic moment of the 49.72-keV excited state in 132I [26], and half-
life of the 163.82-keV excited state in 105Ru explained in Sec. 3.3.
The result of the last experiment realized that the yield of the 105Tc was not enough
for measurement of the g-factor of the excited state in 105Ru. In order to improve a
mass resolving power and yields of unstable nuclei, a sextupole ion-guide (SPIG) [27]
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has been installed into the skimmer region. The SPIG improves the vacuum around
the acceleration stage of the separator and reduces the energy spread of the extracted
ions. Section 3.4 explains a development of the SPIG.
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3.2 Design and performance of Tohoku RF-IGISOL
The radio-frequency ion-guide type isotope separator on-line system is located in
the second target room (TR2) of CYRIC at Tohoku University, and named “Tohoku
RF-IGISOL”. The most important features of Tohoku RF-IGISOL are a large gas cell
including the reaction target and an RF carpet surrounding the exit hole. In order
to enhance the stopping capability for !ssion products, the volume of the gas cell
is enlarged to 104 cm3 which is 1000 times larger than the volume of the previous
IGISOL [64]. Meanwhile ions of !ssion products stopped and thermalized widely in
the gas cell. In order to maintain a high extraction e#ciency for the ions the RF carpet
is introduced, which applies DC and RF electric !elds to the ions to guide to the exit
hole without collisions with walls of the chamber.
3.2.1 Design of Tohoku RF-IGISOL
Target chamber
A target chamber consists of the gas cell and a skimmer region, and is connected to
a mass separator. A photo of an outside of the target chamber is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The gas cell consists of the target, a cylindrical electrode, the RF carpet, and a gas
inlet. The skimmer region is the volume between the exit hole and a skimmer elec-
trode, and is evacuated using a mechanical-booster pumping system composed of
two pumps (40 000 l/m and 10 000 l/m at 50 Hz) and a rotary pump (1600 l/m) con-
nected in series [64].
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Fig. 3.1 Photo of outside of target chamber.
Target
The target of the proton-induced !ssion consists of natural uranium and thorium
plates of 20 mg/cm2 thick tilting at 6° angle to an axis of the primary beam and, thus,
the e$ective thickness is 190 mg/cm2. Number of both the uranium and the thorium
plates is !ve, and the size of each is 10 mm in diameter. Some plates are wrapped
by an aluminum foil of 6 µm. All the ten plates align in a row (the uranium plates
are upstream and the thorium plates are downstream) in an aluminum holder as
shown in Fig. 3.2, and the cross section of the target to the primary beam is about
10 ' 10 mm2. The holder is wrapped by a molybdenum mesh and the aluminum
foil of 6 µm which obstruct that the secondary electrons originated from the primary
beam di$use and the target plate goes out when unfortunately releasing from the
holder. Photos of the target assembly set to the gas cell are shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Fig. 3.2 Photo of thin target of uranium and thorium.
Fig. 3.3 Photo of target assembly set to gas cell. The cylindrical electrode and the
RF carpet are also shown in the back.
Cylindrical electrode
A cylindrical electrode forms a side wall of the gas cell and consists of 60 electrode
rings. Each of the electrode rings is 5.2 mm long, is aligned at interval of 0.2 mm and
is connected by a chip resistor. The whole size is 220 mm in diameter and 320 mm
long.
The cylindrical electrode is !xed on an inner wall of a copper cylinder. On an outer
wall of the copper cylinder a cooling/heating pipe is brazed. One can "ow a heating
medium liquid controlled at #15 to 80 &C by a constant temperature liquid circulat-
ing device. The "ow of the cooled liquid cools the copper cylinder and the cylindrical
electrode, that suppresses the heat of the electrode and the circuit and gives rise to a
puri!cation of the helium gas !lling the gas cell by an adsorption of gas impurities
by the cooled copper plate. Meanwhile, the "ow of the heated liquid bring about
release of the absorbed gas molecules from the components of the gas cell. The heat-
ing medium liquid used is the Fluorinert FC77 of the 3M Company, which is non-
conductive with a high dielectric strength (40 kV), and is a thermally and chemically
stable "uid with a wide liquid range (#125 to 95 &C). The constant-temperature liquid
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circulating device used is the TRL-N11L of the Thomas Kagaku Company.
Fig. 3.4 cylindrical electrode of gas cell.
Fig. 3.5 Photo of cylinder-electrode assembly.
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RF carpet and exit hole
The RF-carpet consists of a planar polyamide printed circuit board (PCB) 220 mm in
diameter and 50 µm thick, 364 concentric ring electrodes, 0.15 mm each with a pitch
of 0.3 mm, and an exit hole 1.2 mm in diameter bored at the center of the board as
shown in Fig. 3.6.
A photo of the RF carpet installed into the gas cell is presented in Fig. 3.7.
A photo of the RF carpet assembly as seen from downstream is presented in Fig. 3.8.
A back plate of the RF carpet is too weak to keep a high pressure, so that the RF carpet
swells when the gas !lls to the gas cell.
Fig. 3.6 Photo of RF carpet.
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Fig. 3.7 Photo of RF carpet installed into gas cell.
Fig. 3.8 Photo of RF carpet assembly as seen from downstream.
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Skimmer electrode
A shape of the skimmer electrode is a cone of 10 mm long with an inlet hole of 1.2 mm
in diameter. The skimmer electrode is !xed on a linear moving devices of which the
range is from 0 to 10 mm. A photo of the skimmer assembly is presented in Fig. 3.9.
Fig. 3.9 Photo of skimmer assembly. A schematic view focused to the positions
of the exit hole, skimmer electrode and extractor electrode is shown in Fig. 3.29.
Mass separator
The isotope separator is of the Scandinavian type, having a magnet with 55° de"ec-
tion and 1.5 m radius-of-curvature. The original mass separator is DANFYSIK 9000-T
shown in Fig. 3.10. The ion source located at the top right has been replaced with a
target chamber involving the gas cell.
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Fig. 3.10 Drawing of original mass separator, DANFYSIK 9000-T. Ion source lo-
cated at the top right has been replaced with a target chamber involving the gas
cell.
Typical parameters
Table. 3.1 shows typical parameters of Tohoku RF-IGISOL for A ! 105, and Fig-
ure. 3.11 shows a DC potential of electrodes of Tohoku RF-IGISOL.
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Table 3.1 Parameters of Tohoku RF-IGISOL for the A ! 105 beam. A reference
voltage in the gas cell and the extract region is the acceleration voltage, and one in





Gas cell and extract region
Acceleration voltage 30.0 keV
Cylinder voltage #30.0 V
Outer voltage #40.0 V
Inner voltage #30.0 V
RF Carpet-Radiofrequency 2.85 MHz
RF Carpet-RF Amplitude of the function generator 80 mV (160 mVpp)
Gas cell pressure 3.1 kPa (31 mbar)
Skimmer voltage #600 V
Extractor voltage #4.0 kV
Mass separator and beam transport region
Lens 1 voltage 14.2 kV
Lens 2 voltage 13.0 kV
Y-def-up voltage 750 V
Y-def-down voltage o$
Dipole magnet current 69.34 A
Dipole magnetic !eld 169.85 mT (1.6985 kG)
Pressure at IG1 3.3 ' 10#3 Pa (2.5 ' 10#5 Torr)





































































Fig. 3.11 DC potential of electrodes of Tohoku RF-IGISOL.
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3.2.2 Performance of Tohoku RF-IGISOL
Yield
Yields of radioactive nuclei with Tohoku RF-IGISOL and the !ssion product cross
section is shown in Fig. 3.12.
cross section [mb]
Fig. 3.12 Yields of radioactive nuclei with Tohoku RF-IGISOL and !ssion product
cross section.
Mass resolving power
A mass spectrum in the A $ 110 region with the skimmer-system RF-IGISOL is
shown in Fig. 3.13. The average of the width of the distributions of 109–112Rh at fwhm
is 1.7 mT, and thus the mass resolving power M/#M is 100.
The dispersion of A $ 110 beams are 26 mm/mT at the end of the beam line us-
ing the acceleration voltage of 30 kV. The width of the transfer tape is 12 mm corre-
sponding to 0.46 mT. Therefore, the average of the width of spatial distribution of an
A $ 110 beam is 1.7 mT at fwhm as shown in Fig. 3.13, so that at most 25 % of the
extracted unstable nuclei were subjected to the measurement using the tape-transfer
system.




























Fig. 3.13 Mass spectrum in A $ 110 region with skimmer-system RF-IGISOL. The
" ray count with the HPGe placed at the end of the beam line with the Gaussian
!ts (solid lines) is plotted as a function of the magnetic !eld of the dipole of the
mass separator. The average of the width of the distribution (fwhm) is 1.7 mT, and
thus the mass resolving power M/#M is 100.
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3.3 New result with Tohoku RF-IGISOL: half-life of isomeric
state in 105Ru
3.3.1 Introduction
It is interesting that Ru and Rh isotopes located in a region between Zr and Sn have
been predicted to show shape-coexistence [7, 8]. 132Sn is known as spherically shaped
due to the double-closed shell while 100Zr is strongly deformed, though di$erence in
proton number between Sn and Zr is only ten. Thus, Ru and Rh would be right in the
middle of transition in nuclear stricture, that would appear as a phenomenon of the
shape-coexistence in low-lying states. It is originated from the following questions:
which of a paring interaction or a quadrupole one becomes predominant and how
many nucleons occupy individual orbits in the open shell. The paring interaction acts
between two nucleons in the open orbits and tends to maintain the spherical-shape,
while the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction acts between a particle and a hole and
tends to make the shape deformed.
In the neutron-rich region the ratio between the number of protons and that of
neutrons is very di$erent, so that interactions between proton and neutron, usually
ignored in the stable region, would become stronger. In a light-mass neutron-rich
region it arises as a disappearance of the conventional magic number and an ap-
pearance of a new magic number [70, 71]. This fashion will become more apparent
in a middle-mass neutron-rich region. Such studies require systematic and precise
measurements of excitation energies, transition probabilities, half-lives, masses and
nuclear moments.
Miyashita measured the g-factor of a 225.98-keV excited state in 109Rh using Tohoku
RF-IGISOL [24] and the method of perturbed angular correlation of "-rays ("-PAC),
and obtained g ! 0.78+0.17#0.03 µN. This result indicates that a main con!guration of the
excited state is described by a single proton in a g7/2 state coupled to a 2+ rotational
state of the deformed 108Ru core. More detail discussion requires the systematic stud-
ies of magnetic moments around the 109Rh such as one in Sec. 2.4. However, known
magnetic moments in this region are rare except for those of alkali elements, alkaline-
earth elements and stable nuclei, as shown in Figs. 1.1 and 3.24.
This section reports the measurement of the half-life of an 164-keV excited state
in 105Ru performed in the preparation work for the magnetic-moment measurement.
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According to the low-lying excited states in 105Ru shown in Fig. 3.14, the 164-keV
excited state has suitable half-life, spin and cascade "-rays for the nuclear-moment
measurement using the "-PAC.
3.3.2 Measurement of half-life of 164-keV excited state in 105Ru
The setup and the diagram of electronics are shown in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16, respectively.
Radioactive isotopes were produced by proton-induced !ssion and were separated
using Tohoku RF-IGISOL, parameters of which are listed in Table 3.1. A coaxial high-
purity germanium detector (HPGe) was placed at the end of the beam line for the
particle identi!cation of the mass-separated beam through measured "-rays. The
yield of 105Tc (T1/2=7.6 min) was evaluated from the yield of "-rays of 105Ru counted
by the HPGe as shown in Fig. 3.17, A 105Tc yield of 2 ' 103 particle per second (pps)
was obtained.
The measurement of half-life was performed by a conventional fast-slow coinci-
dence method. A BaF2 scintillation detector and a planar HPGe were placed face to
face with a distance of 2 cm, and the tape moved through between the detectors. Sizes
of the BaF2 detector and the HPGe detector were 2 inch in diameter by 2 inch long
and 21 cm2 by 1 cm long, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3.16, an anode signal of a
PhotoMultiplier Tube (PMT) of the BaF2 detector and a timing signal of a preampli-
!er of the planar HPGe were sent to the logical AND operation through Constant
Fraction Discriminators (CFD), Ortec 934. The fast event trigger consisted of a coinci-

































Fig. 3.14 Energy levels and life of isomers of 105Ru.


















Fig. 3.15 Setup of 105Ru half-life measurement.
sent to Time-to-Amplitude Converters (TAC), Ortec 566 and Ortec 567. The signals
from the TAC’s were then sent to an Analog-to-Digital converters (ADC) of the Labo
MCA, MPS-1600. A dynode signal of the BaF2 was sent to a preampli!er and then
to a delay-line ampli!er, while an energy signal of the planar HPGe was send to a
shaping ampli!er Ortec 671. Their signals were then sent to the ADC’s.
The mass-separated beam of A $ 105 nuclei including 105Tc was implanted into
an aluminized mylar tape for 600 s, and then delivered to a measuring position at a
distance of 1280 mm in 4 s. For the succeeding 600 s the "-ray counting was carried
out, and at the same time the beam was implanted for the next cycle of measurement.
The implanting and measuring times, both of 600 s, were set to be approximately
twice the mean life of 105Tc.
Typical "-ray spectra taken with the BaF2 scintillator and the HPGe detector with-
out any gates are shown in Figs. 3.18 and 3.19, respectively. The data were analyzed
under three gating conditions listed in Table 3.2. Gates of for signals from the HPGe
detector and the BaF2 scintillator were set to select the peaks of 82.5, 143.2 or 157.6
keV in Fig. 3.14. Lower limits of gates of the time spectra were set to the 3.5& of the





































Fig. 3.17 Yield of 105Tc. The intensity of each " rays is evaluated by the
counts of the beam-line-end HPGe. A dashed line is a weighted average,
2 ' 103 particles per second.
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Ra226,228 of  α
Fig. 3.18 Typical "-ray spectrum of BaF2 scintillator without any gates. A large
peak near 3000 ch corresponding to 1600 keV is the background caused by radium
impurities, which are always present as radium and barium are homologous ele-
ments [72]. Its main components are $ rays emitted from 226Ra and 228Ra, so that
there are no peaks near 1600 keV in the spectrum of HPGe, e.g. Fig. 3.19.
Table 3.2 Gating conditions and half-lives in Fig. 3.20. In addition, timing gates
18.1 to 232.4 ns corresponding to the !tting ranges were applied.
Case start gate [keV] stop gate [keV] Half-life [ns]
(a) HPGe 82.5 ± 3.0 BaF2 100 to 160 18.2(5)
(b) BaF2 50 to 100 HPGe 143.3 ± 3.0 19.5(5)
(c) HPGe 157.8 ± 3.0 BaF2 110 to 180 17.8(6)
prompt peak from the prompt position, 18.1 ns. Triple coincidences of these two "
rays and the TAC signal of these two detectors were collected as true events to gen-
erate the time spectrum. The obtained "-ray spectra and time spectra are shown in
Fig. 3.20. A single exponential curve with a constant term was applied as a !tting
function to the data with the maximum-likelihood method. The data within the 3.5&
of the prompt peak from the prompt position was excluded from the !t. The solid
red lines are the best !ts to the experimental data. Obtained half-lives were listed in
Table 3.2. In the case of (b), the obtained half-life is di$erent from the others more
than 3&, because BaF2 was unable to distinguish the 75.3- and 82.5-keV " rays so that
the time di$erence spectrum (b2) in Fig. 3.20 shows mixed decays of the 163.8- and
246.4-keV excited state. Thus the half-life of the 163.8-keV excited state in 105Ru is
obtained as 18.0(4) ns as a result of taking the weighted average between (a) and (c).
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Fig. 3.19 Typical "-ray spectra of HPGe detector without any gates.
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Fig. 3.20 "-ray spectra from HPGe (1) and BaF2 (2), and time di$erence spectra
(3) under di$erent gating conditions. The gating conditions (a–c) are shown in
Table 3.2. Hatched areas indicate range selected by the individual gates. See text
for details.
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Fig. 3.21 Continued from Fig. 3.20.
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3.3.3 Comparison with Holland’s report
The lifetime measurements on a number of isomeric states in odd-neutron nuclei
including 105Ru was previously reported by Holland [73], and simultaneously com-
pared with a semiempirical prediction based on the shell model with a pairing-plus-
quadrupole residual interaction [74, 75]. In this model the residual interaction con-
sists of a short-range part and a quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. The short range
part is approximated by a pairing interaction between two neutrons and that be-
tween two protons, separately, and leads to an approximate seniority spectrum. The
quadrupole-quadrupole interactions between the valence particles associate the par-
ticle motions with the collective state. The Bogoliubov canonical transformation was
used to introduce the pairing force, by which only the state of zero angular momen-
tum (seniority zero) is a$ected for two particles in a j level. The Quasi-particle Ran-
dom Phase Approximation (QRPA) was used to introduce the phonon, which ap-
proximately accounts for the the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction between quasi-
particles.
The Holland’s measurements were an in-beam "-ray spectroscopy with a pulsed
beam from the Argonne tandem Van de Graa$. A schematic illustration of the setup
is shown in Fig. 3.22. The obtained half-life of the 164-keV excited state in 105Ru was
55(7) ns.
Our measurement introduced various improvements from the Holland’s measure-
ment. Especially,
1) A suppression of the background radiation: In the case of the in-beam " spec-
troscopy, there was strong background radiation from a reaction target even if
beams were pulsed. In our case, RIs were separated from the target and trans-
ported to the measuring position far from the target. Although the low mass
resolution caused an unclear separation and a mass-mixed beam 105 ± 2 u, the
tape transport system compensated for the unclear separation by the half-life
selection.
2) A better time resolution of the TAC: In the Holland’s experiment the time res-
olution was 50 ns/bin while in ours 5.19 ns/bin.
Holland’s comparison of the experimental results with a semiempirical prediction
was as follows. The B(E2)s were calculated from the obtained half-lives using fol-
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Meanwhile, the Hamiltonian of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model was presented
by Kisslinger and Sorensen [74]. In this model it is assumed that the low-lying states
of spherical nuclei can be treated in terms of two basic excitations, quasiparticles and
phonons. For the most part these are treated as separate models of motion. Assuming
the residual interaction mixing a one-quasiparticle state with one-quasiparticle-one-
phonon states, and ignoring terms involving more complicated states, it was given
by Sorensen [75] that
'














(#1) j# j, (UjUj, # VjVj,), (3.4)
where * j† is a quasiparticle creation operator of a j state, B† is a phonon creation op-
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coe#cient, Vj is the occupation probability of a particle, and Uj is the occupation
probability of a hole. The wave function in Sorensen’s notation now becomes
+ j ! Cj00 j*†j |0- +
+
j,
Cj,12 j (B†*†j,) j |0- + · · · . (3.5)
The coe#cient Cj,12 j should be obtained by diagonalizing the system Hamiltonian
and should not be confused with the Clebsch-Gordan coe#cient of Eq. (3.4). That
means one needs to have all quantities Vj for the shell under consideration. Assuming





















where B(s.p.; j + j,) is the single-particle B(E2) for transition j + j,, and #E is
approximately the phonon energy which we have taken from the energy of the !rst
2+ level in the adjacent even-even nucleus. Therefore Sorensen’s expression is written
for the E2 reduced transition rate as






UiU f # ViVf
"2
, (3.8)
where only transitions between one-quasiparticle-one-phonon states and between
one-quasiparticle-zero-phonon states are considered. Holland has approximated %̄
by %
)
B(E2; ji + j f )
*1/2
.
In Fig. 3.23 is shown a plot of the ratio of the reduced transition rate B(E2) to the
single-particle B(s.p.) versus a parameter, derived from the pairing-plus-quadrupole
model. The point of 105Ru in Fig. 3.23 is updated by the present result,
B(E2)
B(s.p.) ! 1.36 '
55 ns
18.0 ns ! 4.16, (3.9)
which approaches to the diagonal line. If the relationship Eq. (3.8) accurately rep-
resented the data, then one would expect the points to cluster around the diagonal
line. However, that is hindered by the large horizontal error arising principally in
determination of
!
UiU f # ViVf
"2
. The relative error in the experimental determi-
nation of this quantity increases as
!
UiU f # ViVf
"2
decreases. Accordingly, for the
points on the left side of the !gure the error is probably about 10 times the abscissa.
In addition, a noticeable systematic displacement of the data to the lower part of the
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Fig. 3.23 Plot of the ratio of the reduced transition rate B(E2) to the single-
particle B(s.p.) versus a parameter, derived from the pairing-plus-quadrupole
model, which was obtained from experimentally determined values. (Holland, et
al. [73]) These were the occupation numbers Vj2 from (d,p) and (d,t) reactions, the
energy #E and B(E2, 0 + 2) of the transition in the adjacent even-even isotope,
and the quadrupole-coupling constant %. The diagonal line is given by Eq. (3.8). A
closed circle was plotted from transitions for which both (d,p) and (d,t) data exist
for determining Vj2 and Uj2. An open circle was plotted for transitions in which
the data were more fragmentary. According to the present result, the point of 105Ru
is replotted following the arrow.
diagonal line is caused by both of the systematic error in the quadrupole coupling
constant % and the perturbation theory used by Holland. That is also supported by
the present result.
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3.3.4 Summary and outlook
■Summary The half-life of the 164-keV excited state in 105Ru was precisely mea-
sured for the preparation of the magnetic-moment measurement. The yield of 105Tc
produced with the RF-IGISOL at Tohoku University was 2 ' 103 pps. The half-life of
this level was determined to be 18.0(4) ns of which error was reduced by 6 times. The
present result supported the Holland’s arguments.
For the"-PAC measurement the obtained yield of 105Tc is not enough, so that we de-
cide to introduce the sextupole ion-guide (SPIG) [27] into the RF-IGISOL to increase
yields of RI beams. Its details are described in Sec. 3.4.
■Procedure of "-PAC experiment We will measure the magnetic moment of the iso-
meric state in 105Ru after the introduction of the SPIG. A procedure of the measure-
ment of the nuclear moment of the isomeric state using the perturbed angular corre-
lation of the "-rays ("-PAC) is as follows:
1) measurement of the yield of parent nuclei,
2) measurement of the "-ray yield,
3) measurement of the half-life,
4) measurement of the angular correlation function, Aexp22 , or at least con!rmation
that Aexp22 ! 0,
5) selection of material for the stopper and strength of the magnetic !led, and
6) measurement of nuclear moment by "-PAC.
Just before the above, a measurement of energy levels may need to be measured,
but the low-lying energy levels of most nuclei produced using the RF-IGISOL have
already been known. 3) is inevitably necessary in the case of the time-integral per-
turbed angular correlation method, which depends on the precise half-life. 4) also
works as a test of the measuring system, and Aexp22 is necessary for the estimation of
required beam time. Aexp22 for the 82.4–143.2 keV cascade in 105Ru was reported to
be #0.112(8) in the case of Ref. 76. For 5) several "-PAC experiments should be per-
formed with di$erent stopper materials and magnetic !elds to obtain a reasonable
precession of an unknown magnetic moment in the life. In the case that the necessary
magnetic !eld is up to several tesla a permanent magnet is available as well as Ref. 24.
Meanwhile, if the !eld needs to be more then several tesla, one can use the internal








































Fig. 3.24 Magnetic moments of 3/2+ (left) and 5/2+ (right) neutron states in neu-
tron number A $ 100 (N $ 60) region.
!eld of ferromagnetic material. In the case of Ru, an internal !eld of 49 T is available
in Fe [77, 78].
■Proposal Hinfurtner summarized the g-factors and the magnetic moments of 3/2+
and 5/2+ states in the mass region A $ 100 [78]. We add recent results listed in Ref. 5
to it and shows new systematic trend of the magnetic moment of 3/2+ (&d3/2) and
5/2+ (&d5/2) states in Fig. 3.24*!. According to Fig. 3.24, g-factor of the 164-keV excited
state in 105Ru (N ! 61) might approximately be 0.3 for 3/2+ or 0.14 for 5/2+. Its "-PAC
measurement might be very similar to that of the 90-keV excited state in 99Ru [79],
because its half-life and spin are 20.7(3) ns and 3/2+, respectively. The time-pattern
of the angular-correlation precessing obtained in Ref. 79 is shown in Fig. 3.25 as the
reference of that of 105Ru.
*! These magnetic moments are only used for a prediction of the g-factor of the excited state in 105Ru,
though that of the nuclei in a vicinity of N $ 60 would be related to the sub-shell close.
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Fig. 3.25 Time-pattern of angular-correlation precessing of 90-keV excited state in
99Ru in external magnetic !eld of 41.6 kG using liquid source. (Matthias, et al.[79])
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3.4 Development of sextupole ion beam guide for
improvement of RF-IGISOL
3.4.1 Introduction
■Motivation Yields of unstable nuclei with the previous skimmer-system IGISOL
were several thousands particles per second (pps) as shown in Fig. 3.12, and insuf-
!cient for actual magnetic-moment measurements. To determine the g-factor of an
excited state in Radioactive Isotopes (RI) using the perturbed angular correlation of
"-rays ("-PAC), multiple measurements should be performed with di$erent stopper
materials and magnetic !elds to obtain a reasonable precision of for the magnetic
moment in their own life. To achieve such a measurement the yield should be at
least one order of magnitude higher. For example, on the measurement of g-factor of
an isomeric state in 109Rh performed by Miyashita using Tohoku RF-IGISOL [24] the
yield of 109Ru was 6 ' 103 pps, with which the experiment required three times beam-
time of !ve days. In another case, in Sec. 3.3 the 2000-pps 105Tc beam gave only the
half-life measurement of the isomeric state in 105Ru. If the yields of the RIs listed in
Table 3.3 multiply, their magnetic moments will be able to be measured with Tohoku
RF-IGISOL and "-PAC.
One of the solutions to increase the yield is to improve the Mass Resolving Power
(MRP), because these experiments employ at most 25 % of the mass-separated RI
beam for spatial distribution of the beam was larger than acceptable width of the
measuring device as described in Sec. 3.2.2. In the case of IGISOL a deterioration of
the MRP are brought by collisions with a residual gas molecules during acceleration
and transportation from an exit hole of the high-pressure gas cell to a high-vacuum
region through a skimmer electrode with an electric !eld. In order to increase the
yield one have to apply a su#ciently strong electric !eld to the skimmer region at
the expense of MRP, because of both threshold of the electric !eld to well focus the
extracted ions as shown in Fig. 3.26 and deterioration of the MRP proportional to a
ratio of the skimmer voltage to the acceleration voltage as shown in Fig. 3.27. In or-
der to overcome such di#culties the distance between the exit hole and the skimmer
electrode are extended to increase the evacuation conductance just downstream from
the exit hole, and a SextuPole Ion-Guide (SPIG) are introduced into this region in or-
der to extract ions with low electric !elds, which converge scattering and di$using
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Table 3.3 Candidates of magnetic-moment measurement with Tohoku RF-
IGISOL and "-PAC in A $ 110, except for 109Rh. Yields were obtained with the
skimmer-system RF-IGISOL.
Isomer Spin Half-life Cascade Parent Half-life Cross section of Yield
Energy "1 [keV] of !ssion reaction [pps]
[keV] "2 [keV] ! decay [mb]
103Tc 3/2+ $40 ns unknown 103Mo 0.53 s 28 $ 103
83.4 83.4
105Tc (5/2+) 20.8 ns 64.1, 218 105Mo 35.6 s 20 not
85.4 85.4 evaluated
105Ru 3/2+ , 5/2+ 18.0 ns 82.5 105Tc 7.6 m 21 2 ' 103
163.8 143.2
107Ru (+) 65 ns 70.7, 354 107Tc 21.2 s 18 2 ' 103
106.3 106.3
113Cd 5/2+ 10.8 ns 392 113Ag 68.7 s 61 unknown
316.2 315
130Te (6)+ 9.8 ns 331 130Sb 6.3 m 56 $ 103
1815.4 185
109Rh 3/2+ , 5/2+ 1.66 µs 183, 116 109Ru 34.5 s 16 6 ' 103
[24] 226.0 226
ions and guide them to high-vacuum acceleration region through the poor vacuum
region.
■Background A yield of 54Co produced using Tohoku IGISOL had a threshold of the
skimmer voltage as shown in Fig. 3.26, according to Ref. 64 of Yoshii. This threshold
gave presumption that the ions should collide several times with residual molecules
during passage from the exit hole to the skimmer electrode. Thus, an energy spread of
the ions should depends on the distribution of number and positions of the collisions.
A deterioration of the MRP is proportional to the skimmer voltage as shown in
Fig. 3.27. In addition, Figure 3.27 shows that the decrease tendency of the MRP could
be moderate to apply much stronger electric !eld than the threshold but an absolute
value of the MRP remained low. Such a situation is named high-voltage extraction.
In order to defeat the high-voltage extraction and to realize the high MRP, the criti-
cal requirement is simply suppression of the skimmer voltage, namely realization of
the low-voltage extraction. Additional requirements are introduction of the focusing
device of the extracted ions against scatter and di$usion in the poor vacuum region,
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Fig. 3.26 Yield of mass-separated 54Co at the tape position as a function of the
skimmer voltage (Yoshii et al. [64]). In this case, a threshold is #400 V, for almost
54Co ions were led to the acceleration section against a di$usion and a straggling
as a result of collisions with residual gas molecules.
and improvement of the vacuum just downstream from the exit hole.
The low-voltage extraction can be achieved due to installation of a linear radio-
frequency multipole ion-guide after the exit hole, where a distance between the
exit hole and the skimmer electrode are extended in order to increase a evacuation
conductance just downstream from the exit hole. The multipole ion-guide consists
of multiple parallel rods arranged on a single circle with equal angular intervals.
The ions are injected into the multipole ion-guide by the helium jet and the low
electric !eld, and radially focused by a radial con!nement !eld generated inside the
multipole ion-guide by applying RF voltages between adjacent rods. Meanwhile the
helium gas is evacuated by pumping through the spaces between the rods. The ions
reaching the end of the multipole ion-guide, where it is high vacuum, are accelerated
without the collisions with the helium and the residual molecules. According to
Ref. 27, the optimum transport e#ciency is more than 90 % and the energy spread
of the transported ion beam is smaller than 1 eV.
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Fig. 3.27 Mass resolving power (MRP) of the A ! 16 (O+) beam as a function of
the skimmer voltage. The MRP is de!ned as M/#M at fwhm The broken curve
shows the values calculated by assuming the energy spread of the ions equal to
the skimmer potential (#E ! e |Vsk |) while the dotted curve the value calculated by
assuming #E ! 0.65e |Vsk | (Yoshii et al. [64]). According to Fig. 3.26 and this !gure,
in order to increase the yield one have to apply enough strong electric !eld to the
skimmer region at the expense of the MRP, because of both threshold of the electric
!eld to well converge the extracted ions and deterioration of the MRP proportional
to a ratio of the skimmer voltage to the acceleration voltage.
3.4.2 Principle
The potential around the central axis produced by 2N parallel rods supplied with RF





where r is the radial coordinate, r0 is the radius of the inscribed circle formed by the
rods, VRF is the amplitude of the RF voltage at frequency ,/2!, " is the azimuthal































Fig. 3.28 Psudepotential formed by multipole RF !eld.
angular coordinate with respect to the axis of symmetry z, and t is the time. The
potential shows that the RF electric !eld in the SPIG only a$ects the radial motion of
charged particles and never a$ects the drift motion along the z-axis of the SPIG. The
radial motion of the particle is conveniently divided into a fast oscillatory part and a
slow average part. When the frequency , is high enough, the fast oscillatory part be-
comes negligible and the slow average part is close to an exact trajectory. The average
trajectory is described by a simple periodic motion under the action of a conservative










The concept of the e$ective potential is useful in understanding the physical char-
acteristics of the multipole ion-guide. The maximum potential depth with the same
r0 and VRF increases as N increases, as presented in Fig. 3.28. Thus, we will introduce
the ion-guide with higher N after tests of the present SPIG is !nished.
3.4.3 Design
The SPIG consists of six molybdenum rods of 1.0 mm in diameter and 106.5 mm long
which are mechanically supported on a single circle with equal angular intervals and
electrically insulated by three glass ceramics (photoveel) as shown in Figs. 3.29 and
3.30. A diameter of the inner circle r0 of the SPIG is 1.8 mm. The SPIG is !xed on
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a linear moving devices of which a maximum range is 7 mm. A distance between
the exit hole of the RF carpet and the SPIG is sat to 0.5 mm. The rods are supplied
with alternating RF voltages between adjacent pairs with opposite phases. Typical
RF voltage is approximately 50 V at 2 MHz. The geometry of the RF carpet, the SPIG
assembly and the extractor electrode is shown in Fig. 3.29, and a photo of the SPIG
assembly is shown in Fig. 3.31.



















Fig. 3.29 Structures of the RF-IGISOL with the skimmer system and the SPIG system.
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Fig. 3.30 Photo of SPIG electrode, end electrode and ceramic holders.
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Fig. 3.31 Photo of the SPIG assembly. The SPIG is !xed on a linear moving devices
of which a maximum range is 7 mm.
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Fig. 3.32 Photo of the SPIG assembly mounted on wall between skimmer region
and extractor region in Tohoku RF-IGISOL.
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3.4.4 Performance check
■Mass resolving power Performance of the SPIG-system RF-IGISOL was tested by
measurement of mass-separated atomic and molecular ions in o$- and on-line exper-
iments. Natural xenon gas mixed in the He bu$er gas and the xenon atoms were ion-
ized by the proton beam at energy of the 50 MeV accelerated by the 930 cyclotron. A
current of extracted Xe isotopes ions after mass separation has been measured using
an electron multiplier tube (EMT), R5150-10 of Hamamatsu Photonics, placed at end
of the beam line. Comparison of mass spectra between SPIG-system and skimmer-
system is shown in Fig. 3.33. This spectrum shows that the mass resolving power at
fwhm (MRP) improved to greater than 260. In addition, the spot size of the beam at
the end of the beam line measured 1 cm in diameter. Thus, the almost beams should
enter the measuring device and then the yield at the detector improves 4 times larger
than that with the skimmer-system RF-IGISOL.
Therefore, the main purpose of the introduction of the SPIG is archived, but the
MRP of at the least 260 is not so large using the SPIG and would be brought by not op-
timized optics. The optics of the present Tohoku RF-IGISOL were extremely changed
from that of the original mass separator satisfying the double achromatic condition,
because the positions of the exit hole of the gas cell, the skimmer electrode and the
extractor electrode moved downstream by 300 mm when the volume of the gas cell
enlarged. Improvement of the optics of Tohoku RF-IGISOL will be necessary.
Figure 3.33 shows the yield of 128–132,134,136Xe as much as that of background im-
purities. The ionization potentials of the impurities are not as high as that of helium,
so that the Xe isotope ions are neutralized under collisions with them.
■Impurities in gas cell In order to identify the impurities in gas cell, mass spectrum
was measured up to A ! 300 with a spark-discharge ion source. As shown in Fig. 3.34,
a result suggests that the impurities exist overall mass number. Background impuri-
ties would be out gases from plastics of the RF carpet and the cylindrical electrode,
and oils from the pumps.





















Fig. 3.33 Comparison of mass spectra between SPIG-system and skimmer-system.
Current of the ions is plotted as function of mass number. A solid line and a dashed
















































































■Tohoku RF-IGISOL The Ion-Guide Isotope Separator On-Line (IGISOL) is a kind
of the ISOL specialized for unstable nuclei having shorter half-lives (! 0.5 s) and
higher melting temperatures (" 1000 K) [20, 21]. The principle of IGISOL is as the
following: radioactive ions recoil out of the thin target after the nuclear reaction and
are thermalized in a helium bu$er gas after many collisions. The important point is in
the fact that some fraction of these thermalized atoms are still in 1+ charge state, since
the ionization potential of He atom has a larger value than heavier atoms. This is an
astonishing fact from point of view of atomic and molecular physics in a gas phase.
Therefore, an IGISOL-system does not need to re-ionize the thermalized atoms. The
ions are transported by a helium "ow out of the target chamber and are guided into
the mass separator by an electric !eld.
Since the last decade, we have developed an ISOL of radio-frequency ion-guide
type in CYRIC of Tohoku University, named “Tohoku RF-IGISOL”. It has following
unique properties of the target gas cell: the volume of the target cell is larger and the
pressure of helium gas !lling the target chamber is higher than conventional IGISOL
to enlarge the acceptable range for recoiled fragments, and then a combination of DC
and inhomogeneous RF electric !elds are applied to collect recoiling fragments to an
exit hole [22–25].
■Measurement of half-life Using Tohoku RF-IGISOL, half-life of the 163.82-keV ex-
cited state in unstable nucleus 105Ru was measured. The half-life was determined
to be 18.0(4) ns, of which error was reduced to one sixth of the previous one mea-
sured by Holland et al. [73]. Following the discussion in Ref. 73 the result was com-
pared with a semiempirical prediction based on shell model with the pairing-plus-
quadrupole residual interaction. The present result supported the Holland’s argu-
ments.
■Installation of SPIG The result of this measurement also realized that the yield of
the 105Tc of 2 ' 103 particle per second was not enough for measurement of the g-
factor of the excited state in 105Ru by "-PAC. One of solutions to increase the yield
was the improvement of the mass resolving power (MRP), because this experiment
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employed at most 25 % of the mass-separated 105Ru beam for spatial distribution of
the beam was larger than acceptable width of a measuring device. In the case of
IGISOL a deterioration in MRP are caused by collisions with residual gas molecules
during the acceleration from the exit hole of the high-pressure gas cell to a high-
vacuum region through a poor-vacuum skimmer region by an electric !eld. In order
to increase the yield one have to apply a strong electric !eld to the skimmer region at
the expense of MRP, because of both threshold of the electric !eld to well focus the
extracted ions and deterioration of the MRP proportional to the ratio of the skimmer
voltage to the acceleration voltage. In order to defeat such di#culties the electric !eld
between the exit hole and the skimmer electrode must be kept low, and the evacuation
conductance must be increased to extend the distance. Therefore, a SextuPole Ion-
Guide (SPIG) has been introduced, which could focus scattering and di$using ions
and guide them to the high-vacuum acceleration region.
■Performance test of SPIG The SPIG was tested using a proton beam at energy of
50 MeV accelerated by the 930 cyclotron. A xenon gas was mixed into the bu$er he-
lium gas. The MRP at fwhm was measured using the ions of xenon isotopes ionized
by the proton beam, and then improved at least 260 in the A $ 130 region. Thus, most
of the beam particles would enter the measuring device and then the yield at the de-
tector improves by a factor of four from that with the skimmer-system RF-IGISOL.
3.5.2 Outlook
■Next step The next step for the SPIG-system RF-IGISOL is the extraction the RI
and the measurement of g-factors listed in Table 3.3.
■Increase of pressure of gas cell Furthermore, the pressure of helium gas !lling the
gas cell will be able to increase in order to extend an acceptable range of stopping
of recoiling unstable nuclei. That is one of the unaccomplished purposes of Tohoku
RF-IGISOL. In the skimmer-system RF-IGISOL the pressure was limited to only sev-
eral kilo pascal by vacuum of the acceleration region of 10#3 Pa. The pressure of the
acceleration region was improved to 10#5 Pa by the SPIG-system, and the pressure of
the gas cell, consequently, can be increase until it reaches the pumping limit for a root
pump. It is expected at least 10 times as high as that of the SPIG-system. Besides, the
back plate of the RF carpet has to be strengthened because of an apprehension that
it is too weak to keep such a 10-kPa pressure as shown in Fig. 3.8.
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■Optimization of parameters The optimization of parameters for Tohoku RF-IGISOL
listed in Table 3.1 is required. The MRP of at least 260 at fwmh is not so large using
SPIG and would be brought even by unoptimized optics. The optics of the present
Tohoku RF-IGISOL were dramatically changed from that of the original mass separa-
tor satisfying the double achromatic condition, because the positions of the exit hole
of gas cell, the skimmer electrode and the extractor electrode moved downstream by
300 mm when the volume of the gas cell was enlarged. The output beam of the SPIG
has narrow distributions in position, momentum and emission angle, so that the pa-
rameters of the current optics could be tested well. Thus, the obtained parameters
involving the addition of new lens will achieve very high MRP’s and give very small
spot sizes of the beam at the measuring device.
■Change of cylindrical electrode to RF carpet Although the present side-wall cylin-
drical electrode of the RF-IGISOL is just a DC electrode, it will be replaced to the RF
carpet in order to suppress the neutralization by collisions of recoiling unstable ions
with the side wall.
■$-decay recoil source An $-decay recoil source, 227Ac/223Ra, described in Ref. 80,
will have to be introduced for the o$-line development. For the ionization in the
o$-line development, currently, an arc-discharge or a radiation of an activated ura-
nium target in the gas cell were employed. These methods do not have stability nor
reproducibility. Hence, the yield of ions can not be estimated exactly.
■Prospect Detailed discussion of the nuclear structure requires the systematic data,
such as that of the electric quadrupole moments of neutron-rich aluminum isotopes
discussed in Sec. 2.4. However, Figs 1.1 and 3.24 show that known magnetic mo-
ments in this region are rare, except for those of alkali elements, alkaline-earth ele-
ments and stable nuclei. The beams of unstable nuclei produced using ISOL are low
in energy and well-focused. Consequently, they are very suitable to systematic and
precise measurements of not only magnetic moments but also half-lives, transition
probabilities and masses, because obtained nuclei are easily stored and trapped. Fur-
thermore, IGISOL could produce short-lived neutron-rich nuclei without depending
on chemical properties of the nuclei in contrast to the thick-target ISOL. We will pro-
mote the improvement of IGISOL as well as development of new magnetic-moment
measuring method such as cross-polarization !-NMR [81] and atomic beam method
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4.1 Introduction
A number of nuclear moments have been measured by using spin-polarized radioac-
tive isotope (RI) beams from the projectile fragmentation reaction combined with the
nuclear magnetic resonance via change in the angular distribution of !-rays (!-NMR
method). Known magnetic moments particularly in the light-mass region are shown
in Fig. 4.1. This approach, however, requires several conditions to be ful!lled. One is
to !nd a suitable host material in which the spin polarization of the implanted RI can
keep long enough, since the spin relaxation time is very sensitive to chemical prop-
erties of the implanted atom and the host material. Another important factor is the
degree of !-ray asymmetry parameter which largely determines the performance of
measurement.
To avoid the di#culties forecasted in such requirements when measurements of
nuclear moments are extended to heavier mass region, we attempt to develop a new
method which involves a thermal-energy spin-polarized RI beam, which is called the
Atomic Beam Resonance method for RI (RIABR). This method is an extended appli-
cation of the Rabi resonance method [28–30] to RI. This has an advantage that neither
special host materials nor large !-ray asymmetries are required, since the magnetic
resonance is performed in "ight and the resonance is detected simply via change of a
Fig. 4.1 µ and Q moments of ground state measured by !-NMR in light-mass
region [5, 55, 82–85]. The bold labels are particular results with spin-polarized
beams from fragment separators.
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position of the RI reaching the end of the apparatus.
The ABR also works as the spin-direction !lter for the non-spin-polarized atomic
beam. Consequently, this gives spin-selected and also thermal energetic beams. Such
a beam allows us application to surface science and a test of fundamental symmetries
such as the time-reversal invariance.
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4.2 Design and construction of RIABR device
4.2.1 Basic design concept of RIABR
The RIABR method needs the thermalized and neutralized RI for the Stern-Gerlach
principle of ABR. In the following, a method to produce thermal-energy spin-
polarized RI atomic beams after the projectile-fragment process is proposed. A
schematic view of the setup is shown in Fig. 4.2. First, the RI beam produced using
the projectile-fragment separator are stopped in a cell !lled with a noble gas, and
consequently thermalized and neutralized by the gas. Then, the RI atoms are ejected
together with the gas into vacuum from the cell passing through a Laval-type nozzle
mounted on the exit of the cell so that the gas "ow is spouted out to forward angles.
The spread of the angle of gas "ow can be set within 3 to 4° as reported in Ref. 86.
The temperature of the gas is kept as low as 80 K in order to increase the stopping
power of the gas cell and to reduce the velocity of ejected atoms.
Then, a series of sextupole (hexapole) magnets is installed to converge a certain
spin components of the atomic beam from the nozzle of the cell. The force on the
atoms in a strong magnetic multipole !eld is given as
F(r) ! µ.B(r), (4.1)
where µ and B(r) are the atomic magnetic moment and the strength of the magnetic
!eld, respectively. The !eld distribution B(r) within the magnet bore can be calcu-
lated using formulae derived by Halbach [87]. For the sextupole magnet consisting













cos3 (!/M) sin (3!/M)3!/M , (4.2)
where ri and ro denote the inner and outer radii of the sextupole magnet, and B0
the residual !eld. In our calculation, the sextupole magnet is assumed to consist of
24 segments of permanent magnets, of which schematic cross section is shown in
Fig. 4.3 with the easy axis direction indicated by an arrow in each piece. The mag-
netic !eld at the pole tip is about 1.5 T. The radius ri is varied over a region 0.5 to
3 cm while ro is !xed at 7.5 cm. The calculated !eld of the sextupole magnet using
Eq. (4.2) is compared with B(r) using the electromagnetic !nite-element simulation
code, OPERA [88]. Figure 4.4 shows a good agreement. Therefore, the B(r) value
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Fig. 4.2 Schematic view of the RIABR device. The trajectories indicate the results
of simulation for RI atoms with spins parallel to the !eld (low-!eld seeker) when
the RF !eld is applied.
from Eq. (4.2) is employed to simulate trajectories for atoms. At the !nal stage, a
quadrupole magnet is installed to obtain a polarized atomic beam. By selecting a
direction of a spin of the beam, a high degree of polarization is expected. In the low-
!eld region located between the sextupole magnet and the quadrupole magnet, an RF
!eld is applied in order to induce transitions between di$erent spin states. The ! or "
radiation detector is located behind the quadrupole magnet. When the RF frequency
is resonant with a transition between di$erent spin states, the spin transition occurs,
the de"ection of the "ight path changes and then the detector counts the transmitted
atoms. Table 4.1 shows the simulated result of the transmissions of RI atoms. Here,
the “transmission” is de!ned as a ratio of the number of atoms reaching the detector
to that of atoms released from the nozzle.
Since the ABR method can separate the spin states spatially, it has highly sensitive
detection method to magnetic moment, and furthermore is a very universal method
for unstable nuclei. In the case of RIABR, we can use the sensitive radiation-detection
method for the spin-selected RI atoms. Although it needs complicated devices to ob-
tain a thermalized and neutralized RI atomic beam, it might be very sensitive method
to measure nuclear moments for RIs in the regions far from stability.






Fig. 4.3 Schematic cross section of a 24-piece sextupole magnet with the easy axis
direction indicated by an arrow in each piece.
Fig. 4.4 Comparison of B(r) !eld obtained from Eq. (4.2) in the text (dotted lines),
with the simulated value from the code OPERA (dots). The three sextupole mag-
nets are assumed to be 12 cm long each with 2 cm interval spacing.
4.2.2 Construction of RIABR device
Overview of RIABR apparatus
The RIABR device consists of an atomic beam source, “A” magnet, “B” magnet, “C”
magnet, a RF cavity, and an RI detection device as shown in Fig. 4.5. The development
of an atomic beam source including a stopping cell and a neutralizer is described in
Sec. 4.3 in detail. A sextupole magnet is selected as the “A” magnet and its construc-
tion is described latter in this section. The quadrupole electromagnet was installed as
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Fig. 4.5 Overview of the RIABR apparatus of the present.
the “B” magnet. The nuclear magnetic resonance section consisting of the “C” mag-
net and the RF cavity will be developed using laser-polarized alkali elements. The
detection devices are the quadrupole mass spectrometer, QMS422, for stable nuclei,
and a plastic scintillation detector and a high-purity Ge detector for unstable nuclei.
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Fig. 4.6 Schematic view of the sextupole-magnet complex. The shadow parts are
the ferromagnetic material, NEOMAX-44H, and the other parts are SUS316. The
RI ions are transported from the left side to the right side.
Construction of “A” magnet
The sextupole magnet to converge the atomic beam is designed using the electro-
magnetic !nite-element simulation code, OPERA [88]. The sextupole magnet con-
structed is shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. To converge e#ciently the atoms of which
spins are parallel to the !eld a series of the three sextupole magnets is installed. Each
of the sextupole magnets consists of 24 segments made of ferromagnetic material,
NEOMAX-44H, that form the Halbach-type magnetic circuit to produce the strong
magnetic !eld. The inner diameters of the !rst and second magnets are increased
over regions from 12 to 20 mm and from 22 to 30 mm, respectively. The diameter of
the !nal magnet is 30 mm. The magnetic !elds at the pole tip are about 1.3 T. Each of
the magnets is 7.5-cm long and they are arranged at intervals of 2 cm to exhaust the
carrier gas.
Figure 4.8 shows the !eld strength of the sextupole magnets measured using a Hall
probe. The measured magnetic !eld are in agreement with the model calculation
using Eq. (4.2).
The focusing power of the sextupole magnet is simulated assuming that the mass
and the drift velocity of RI are 20 mass unit and about 600 m/s, respectively. The
result is shown in Fig. 4.9. When the entrance size of the RF cavity is set at 2 cm, the
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Fig. 4.8 Comparison of B(r) !eld of the sextupole magnets between the measure-
ment (dots) and the calculation using Eq. (4.2) (solid line). - denote the azimuthal
angle.
e#ciency for RI to enter the RF cavity is improved by a factor of 1.8 with the magnet.
This e#ciency is good enough for our plan. If a lighter mass or a slower velocity is
assumed, the focusing power becomes more e#cient.
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Fig. 4.9 Simulation result for distribution of transmitted RI at 10 cm behind the
sextupole magnets. The left and right data are without and with the magnet, re-
spectively.
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4.3 Development of sources of RI atomic beams
The present section discusses principles and methods for some types of source of the
neutral RI atomic beam, which is the most important part of the RIABR device. Once
a su#cient source of neutral atomic beams of unstable nuclei becomes available, the
succeeding Stern-Gerlach experiment using sextupole magnet would be performed.
A neutral atomic beam is obtained by the processes in a series of steps of
1) stopping and thermalization of the energetic radioactive ions in a gas cell,
2) transport of the thermalized ions,
3) extraction of the ions from the cell through a nozzle, and
4) the neutralization of the ions.
In the followings, several developments conducted to obtain neutral atomic beam are
presented.
4.3.1 Source of RI atomic beam with gas-flow extraction
RIs produced via the projectile-fragmentation reaction were stopped and thermal-
ized in a small glass cell !lled by an argon gas at 133 Pa. The temperature of the gas
was kept as low as 150 K using a cryostat, in order to increase the stopping power of
the gas volume and to reduce a velocity of the atomic beam. From our simulation,
a velocity range of atomic beam below 400 m/s are favorable for the RIABR tech-
nique, and the condition is mainly determined by the vacuum-system performance
and available magnetic !eld strengths in the sextupole magnet. The RI atoms are
ejected from the cell together with the argon carrier gas into vacuum. The Laval-type
nozzle [86] was mounted on the exit of the cell so that the gas molecules are spouted
out to forward angles. A drawing of the setup is shown in Fig. 4.10.
The experiment was carried out using the RIKEN Projectile-fragment separator
(RIPS) at the E6 beam line of the RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility. A 17N beam
was produced from fragmentation of 18O projectiles at energy of E/A ! 100 AMeV on
a 1.48-g/cm2-thick 9B target. In this experiment, we measured the counting rate of !-
rays emitted from 17N with a plastic-scintillation-detector telescope. The experiment
was performed under two di$erent conditions: !-rays were counted with or without
an argon carrier gas "ow. From the di$erence in the !-counting rates between the
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Fig. 4.10 Drawing of setup. The 17N beam is incident at the cell from the direction
perpendicular to the !gure, and a fraction of atoms in the beam are stopped in a
gas in the cell.
Table 4.2 Result of the experiment.




Ar "ow 15923159 19385 1.217 ' 10#3
no "ow 13163251 15347 1.166 ' 10#3
two conditions, we ascertained 17N atoms to be extracted from the cell by the carrier
gas. The experimental result is shown in Table 4.2.
For normalization of the intensity of 17N beam, a BaF2 counter was placed far from
the RIABR setup, which counted radiations such as "-rays and neutrons originating
from the beam. Table 4.2 shows a clear di$erence between the beam-normalized !-
counting rates R with the gas "owing and non-"owing.
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4.3.2 First prototype source of ion-guide scheme
We decide to introduce the ion-guide technique to the RI atomic beam source in or-
der to increase the stopping power and to enlarge the gas volume. To produce slow
RI atomic beam, the RI ions produced by the projectile-fragmentation reaction are
stopped and thermalized in a volume !lled with a high-pressure noble gas. In this
volume, a strong static electric !eld are applied, so that the stopped RI ions are swiftly
separated from the plasma region around the track of RI ions and are allowed to drift
downstream. Close to the end of this volume, the !eld lines are compressed into an
exit hole by increasing the !eld strength. The RI ions drift following the !eld lines
and are thus compressed into the exit hole. In the region close to the exit hole, the
noble gas "owing and converging by a cone placed upstream of the exit hole, so that
the "ow velocity rapidly increases and helps the RI ions to be extracted through the
hole. As soon as the RI ions and the carrier noble gas enter the downstream volume,
the RI ions are forced to proceed further downstream by a strong electric !eld, while
the carrier gas is evacuated by a high-power vacuum pumping system. Finally, the
RI ions are introduced to a neutralization section.
The !rst prototype source is shown in Fig. 4.11. It consists of a glass cell and ring
electrodes outside it. The pro!le of the electric !eld applied to the ring electrodes is
optimized to achieve maximum transportation e#ciency. In order to obtain a strong
focusing force at the exit hole, a one order of magnitude stronger !eld is applied
there. The gas cell is !lled with a helium gas of 27 kPa.
An experiment was performed using 17N beam, produced by projectile-
fragmentation reaction of 18O beam at energy of E/A ! 100 AMeV on a 1.48-
mg/cm2-thick 9Be target, and separated by the RIPS. To optimize the thickness of
an aluminum degrader for 17N, two thin plastic scintillators were introduced; one
was installed upstream from the gas cell and the other was installed downstream.
The thickness of the degrader was set so as the ratio of the upstream counting to the
downstream one to be minimized. The energy of the beam incident at the apparatus
was about 0.5 AMeV.
The transported RI ions were counted by two plastic scintillation counters, which
detected !-rays. The transportation was checked by observing dependence of the
!eld strength applied to the electrodes on the ! counting rate. Unfortunately, no clear
evidence of the transportation was obtained in this experiment. Speculative reasons
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Fig. 4.11 Drawing of setup of !rst prototype.
are the neutralization of the ions due to gas impurity and the ion loss at the wall of
the cell due to a low beam-stopping rate, a non-optimum electric !eld and charge-up
of the glass cell.
4.3.3 Second prototype source of ion-guide scheme
In the case of the !rst cell, 1) there was no electrode on an inside wall of the glass
cell, so that space charges originated from the deceleration of the RI ions remained
on the inside wall and canceled the applied electric !eld. 2) an out-gases emitted
from the cell caused the neutralization of the stopped RI ions, and 3) the gas "ow, the
volume size and the layout of the ring electrodes and the Laval-type nozzle had little
"exibility because of dependence on a shape of the glass cell. In order to improve the
second cell, the glass wall was rejected and electrodes were directly placed in the gas
volume as shown in Fig. 4.12.
In a high-pressure gas volume !lled by He at 40 kPa, !rst four electrodes were 1-
mm-thick discs of 90 mm in diameter with respective inner openings of 70 mm in
diameter, and an electric !eld between these electrodes was 10 V/cm. The remain-
ing three electrodes had inner openings of 50, 20 and 10 mm in diameter, respec-
tively. The last electrode had a hole at 0.2 mm in diameter, and the electric !eld was
2.5 kV/cm They were arranged with intervals of 9 mm. In a low-pressure gas volume
there were eight disc electrodes at 36 mm in diameter with respective inner openings
of 20 mm in diameter, and the electric !eld was 25 V/cm.
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Fig. 4.12 Drawing of setup of second prototype.
An experiment was performed at the E6 beam line of the RIKEN Accelerator Re-
search Facility. 12B was produced by the projectile-fragment reaction of a 110-AMeV
22Ne on a 740-mg/cm2 9Be target, and separated by RIPS. The RI ions were stopped
inside the high-pressure gas volume and extracted to the low-pressure volume
through the nozzle of the exit hole by an electric !eld and a helium gas "ow. The
extracted RIs were collected at the catcher electrode. !-rays emitted from the catcher
electrode were counted by the plastic scintillators. By observing the !eld-strength
dependence on the ! counts the extraction rate was estimated.
Unfortunately, no clear evidence of the extraction was obtained by the second pro-
totype, too. It is assumed that the same reasons of the !rst prototype blocked even at
the present second prototype.
4.3.4 Design of third prototype source of ion-guide scheme
The stopping volume of the third prototype RI atomic beam source of the ion-guide
scheme was extended to 350 mm long in order to enhance the stopping power by !ve
times from that of the second cell. The structure of the third cell is shown in Fig. 4.14.
The !rst chamber for the RI-stopping and RI-drifting volume involved electrodes con-
sisting of 36 stainless-steel discs and intervening ceramic spacers. The upstream 33
electrodes were 1-mm-thick discs of 58 mm in diameter with respective inner open-
ings of 20 mm in diameter. The remaining three (34th, 35th and 36th) electrodes had
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Fig. 4.13 Photo of electrode assembly of second prototype
inner openings of 15, 10 and 5 mm in diameter, respectively. A total length of the
series of electrodes was 350 mm. The ceramic spacers located close to the nozzle had
a tapered hole and formed the converging cone. This cone suppressed the discharge
between electrodes, so that 2.1 kV could be applied to the last electrode. The ori!ce
of the nozzle was as small as 0.5 mm in diameter in order to increase the pressure of
the !rst chamber. The neon gas could be !lled at 80 kPa. Approximately 70 % of the
RI ions stopped in the volume, though they were energetically spread. The second
chamber was a jet-separator (JS) chamber, which consisted of nine ring electrodes.
The total voltage of #700 V was applied to these electrodes. The pressure could stay
at 16 Pa which was 2 ' 10#4 times as low as that in the !rst chamber.
Figure 4.15 shows a static electric !eld calculated with POISSON code [89] and the
tracks of transport of incident ions simulated in a computer. In this simulation, the
total voltages applied to the electrodes in the !rst chamber and in the second chamber
were 2.4 kV and #700 V, respectively, and the charge of ions attached to the ceramic
spacer was ignored. The electric !eld in the !rst chamber started with as low as
8 V/cm, and in the !nal electrode it rapidly increased to 2.3 kV/cm. As a result, the
ions drifted and converged into the nozzle along the electrical "ux line. For example,
ions stopping at a radial distance of 10 mm from the axis of the cylindrical stopping
gas volume converged at a radial distance of 0.6 mm just before the ori!ce. Around
the ori!ce, since the velocity of the outgoing carrier "ow was much larger than the
ion drift velocity due to the electric !eld, the "ow would bring the converging ions
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Fig. 4.14 Drawing of setup of third prototype.
Fig. 4.15 Electric !eld and track of ions drifting near nozzle.
to the second chamber through the nozzle.
4.3.5 First online experiment with third prototype source
The !rst online test of the third prototype RI atomic beam source was performed
using an 30Al beam from RIPS. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.16. The in-
tensity of 30Al introduced to the upstream RI stopping chamber was 3.7 ' 104 pps, as
counted at the beam monitor which was a 0.5-mm-thick plastic scintillator. The high
voltage applied for the electrodes was 816 V and the ori!ce was 0.5 mm in diameter.
Therefore, the electric !eld of the drift volume was 3.1 V/cm. The RI-stopping cham-
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ber placed upstream was !lled with an 80-kPa neon gas.
Measurement of drift e!ciency
The plastic scintillator telescope was introduced to study the spatial distribution of
the probability of ion loss during the drift in the gas chamber.
A chamber of the third source has a window of an aluminum plate of 1 mm in
thickness. The telescope consisted of four layers of plastic scintillator. The !rst com-
prised 12 plastic scintillators of a 45 ' 200 ' 0.5 mm3 size each. The second layer com-
prised a plastic scintillator 800 ' 200 ' 5 mm3 in size. The third layer comprised 30
plastic scintillators of a 25 ' 200 ' 25 mm3 size each. The fourth layer was used as a
veto counter and was a plastic scintillator of a 650 ' 380 ' 10 mm3 size. These layers
placed at distances of 150, 410, 430 and 460 mm from the center line of the stopping
volume. Assuming the !-rays emitted from the RI on the center line of the stopping
volume, the telescope measured a distribution of the stopping position of the RI ion
beam. A position resolution & was 6 cm as measured using the !-ray, emitted from
the 90Sr/Y source placed in the center of the !rst chamber. A detection e#ciency $.
was 0.01 from a simulation performed with GEANT code [48].
We !rst measured the ratio of counts at the telescope and the beam monitor while
changing the thickness of aluminum degrader. The result is shown in Fig. 4.17. As
inferred in this relationship, the thickness of the aluminum degrader was chosen to
be 675 µm.
A drift e#ciency was measured by a comparison between the distributions of 30Al
with and without the electric !eld. A result is shown in Fig. 4.18. The result and the
intensity of 30Al gave a drift e#ciency of 0.0115(5).
Measurement of extraction e!ciency
In the next step the measurement was made of the e#ciency of 30Al to reach the JS
chamber through the nozzle.
The JS chamber was evacuated to 16 Pa. After passing through the ori!ce between
these two chambers, 30Al ions and the carrier gas formed jet and entered into volume
of the second chamber. Nine electrodes were installed to guide 30Al ions using a
parallel electric !eld from the ori!ce to further downstream. The number of extracted
30Al ions was evaluated by counting the !-rays using a cube-type plastic scintillator.
It was a 100 ' 100 ' 110 mm3 cube with a hole of 70 mm in diameter and 80-mm-
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Fig. 4.16 Experimental setup for extraction e#ciency measurement.
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Fig. 4.17 Thickness of aluminum degrader vs. ratio of counts at telescope and that
at beam monitor. Guided by this relation, the thickness of the aluminum degrader
was chosen to be 675 um.
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Fig. 4.18 Di$erence between yields of !-rays measured with and without electric
!eld. The center of the !rst chamber is set to be zero. The drift e#ciency obtained
was 0.0115(5).
long cylinder, and placed in the JS chamber while a photomultiplier tube was placed
outside the chamber over a glass "ange. Although noise events such as from ions
attached to the electrodes or nozzle were also counted, the amount of the noise events
was small.
The extraction e#ciency was the ratio of count at the cube scintillator to that at the
beam monitor. Figure 4.19 shows the obtained extraction e#ciency depending on
the electric !eld strength. The maximum extraction e#ciency was determined to be
4.3(1) ' 10#4.
4.3.6 Second online experiment with third prototype
In order to test the radioisotope ion collection, experiments were performed at
CYclotron and RadioIsotope Center (CYRIC) of Tohoku University [90, 91]. The ex-
perimental setup consists of a reaction target (the deuterium enriched polyethylene),
an argon-gas degrader, the ion-guide system and the ! telescopes. A secondary





















Fig. 4.19 Measured extraction e#ciency. The electric !eld was limited to 44 V/cm
because of discharge.
beam of unstable nucleus 16N was produced by the d(15N,16N)p reaction at 150 MeV.
Figure 4.20 shows a schematic view of the 16N beam production and deceleration
section. Two collimators with thin aluminum foil were installed downstream of
the target to select the emission angle of 16N. In order to prohibit the primary 15N
beam from entering the ion-guide system, the emission angles were selected in a
range from 1.2 to 2.6°. Typical intensity of 16N entering the ion-guide system was
104 particle per second (pps). A Faraday cup was installed between the collimators
to stop the direct beam of 15N for monitor the beam current. The Al2O3 plate
was installed downstream from the Faraday cup for adjust the beam position.
The energy of 16N was degraded by the argon-gas degrader, and 16N entered the
ion-guide system. E$ective length of the gas degrader was 512 mm and pressure of
the gas degrader was adjusted so as to stop 16N ions at the upstream half region of
electrodes. Typical pressure of the gas degrader was about 17 kPa.
Figure 4.21 shows a prototype ion-guide system. The ion-guide system consists of
two cells. The !rst cell is !lled with neon gas at 27 kPa to stop 16N ions, and the sec-
ond cell is kept in vacuum using a turbo-molecular pump. Due to interactions with
neon gas, a 16N ion is neutralized and becomes inert thereafter against the action of
the electric !eld. The neutralization/ionization e#ciencies depend on the ionization
energy, and stopping power of gases are proportional to square of the atomic num-
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Fig. 4.20 Drawing of production and deceleration section which consists of re-
action target (the deuterium enriched polyethylene), two collimators, argon gas
degrader, Faraday cup, and Al2O3plate.
16N was produced using d(15N,16N)p
reaction at 150 MeV, and degraded by the argon gas and entered the ion-guide
system.
ber (Z2). Thus helium is the most suitable gas from the ionization, but is inadequate
from point of view of the stopping power. In this study, we chose the second-period
rare gas, neon, because the larger ionization loss facilitates the ions to stop in a small
region. The neon bu$er gas is worth studying, because there are few studies so far.
Two cells were parted by an aluminum "ange with 1-mm-diameter hole to extract
ions with gas jet from the !rst cell to the second cell. An assembly of direct-current
(DC) electrode was installed in the !rst cell. The electrode assembly consisted of 33
thin aluminum discs with 5 cm bore. The gap between the discs was 1 cm and the
discs were connected by 300 k' resisters. The end electrode was connected to the
"ange by a 10 M' resister. By applying a high voltage (500 V) between the entrance
of the electrode element and the "ange, a DC electric !eld was generated to transport
the ions downstream. Typical electric !eld was about 8 V/cm at the 300 k' region.
A mobility of the 16N ion was calculated as 120 cm/s [92], and typical transport time
from the entrance element to the "ange was 0.3 s. Since the half life of 16N is 7.13 s,
there was enough time to move the 16N ions in these life time, whereas the neutral-
ized 16N atoms were intercepted on these way. By utilizing !-rays emitted from 16N,
distribution of the 16N stopped in the !rst cell was measured using ! telescope lo-
cated besides the !rst cell. Typical position resolution of the ! telescope was about
6 cm (1&).










Fig. 4.21 Drawing of the proto type of ion-guide system. The ion-guide system
consists of two cells: the !rst cell is aimed to stop and to transport ions using DC
electric !eld. The ions were extracted through a 1-mm-diameter hole into the sec-
ond vacuum cell. Position distribution of 16N was measured by the ! telescope
located besides of the !rst cell.
By adapting the pressure of the gas degrader, the 16N distribution adjusted to the
upstream region of the !rst cell without the electric !eld. Then, by applying the
electric !eld, the distribution shifted to the downstream region. By comparing the
measurements with and without the electric !eld, transfer e#ciency of the 16N ions
in the !rst cell was obtained. Figure 4.22 shows the position distribution di$erences
of 16N with and without the electric !eld, and a clear e$ect of the distribution shifted
from upstream to downstream region by the electric !eld. The e#ciency from the
upstream region (1, 2, and 3) to the downstream region (4 and 5) was extracted as
3.20(28) ' 10#2.
Figure 4.23 shows another ! telescope with gas-jet stopper installed in the second
cell. The gas-jet stopper was made of aluminum plate to capture the 16N ions. By
measuring the !-rays from the 16N ions, the transmission e#ciency from the !rst cell
to the second cell through the narrow hole can be estimated. From !-ray time spec-
trum shown in Fig. 4.24, !-rays emitted from 16N was clearly observed. Taking into
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Fig. 4.22 Position distribution di$erence of 16N with and without the electric !eld.
An x-axis represents the longitudinal position dividing into !ve region. Each re-








Fig. 4.23 Drawing of the gas-jet stopper and the ! telescope installed in the second
cell. The 16N ions were captured by the stopper.
account geometrical acceptance of the telescope ($ 0.01), total transmission e#ciency
of the ion-guide system was extracted to be about 0.001.
In the present study, achieved transmission rate of 16N was about 1 pps. This rate
is not enough to apply the ABR method. We plan further developments such as im-
provement of the secondary 16N rate, the application of high voltage of the DC electric
!eld to reduce the neutralization rate. We also plan to install RF ion-guide system [1]
to improve the transmission e#ciency. With these developments we expect factor 100











N = N0 exp(- t /  ) + Nb
 log2 = 7.13 [sec]
Fig. 4.24 !-ray time spectrum measured by the telescope. The spectrum is well
reproduced by a decay function shown in the !gure.
of improvement, then the ABR measurement will be performed.
4.3.7 Neutralization systems
Measurements of neutralization of ions were performed by using an ion source which
was designed and installed for this experiment [93]. An o$-line setup consisted of the
ion source, ring electrodes, Faraday cups, a Laval-type glass nozzle, a neutralization
system and the quadrupole mass spectrometer QMS422. A schematic view of the
o$-line setup is shown in Fig. 4.25. A static !eld formed by a series of ring electrodes
was applied in the drift chamber in order to guide the ions towards the nozzle, and
they were extracted into the active neutralization system through the nozzle.
Ions were produced by the arc discharge in the nitrogen gas "ow and the nitro-
gen ions were extracted from the ion source into the ion drift chamber by an electric
!eld together with gas "ow. In the ion drift chamber, the ions were guided by an
electric DC !eld and the gas "owed towards the nozzle. The total voltage applied to
the series of the ring electrodes was 400 V. The pressure of nitrogen gas in the drift
chamber was maintained at approximately 20 kPa, and the carrier-gas inlet was close.
The current of ions was measured by the Faraday cup located just downstream from
the ion source, and it was approximately 86.2 nA. At the end of the drift chamber,
the current of ions was 10.0 nA. Thus the transmission e#ciency obtained was 0.12
and lower than the previously reported on-line result, for the neutralization cross
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section between the nitrogen atoms might be larger than that between the aluminum
ion and neon atom. Other mechanisms such as the space charge e$ect are still to be
investigated.
We checked an extraction e#ciency from the drift chamber to the neutralization
system through the nozzle with a diameter of 1 mm. In order to measure the cur-
rent, another Faraday cup was installed at the distance of 10 mm from the nozzle exit
instead of the neutralization system in Fig. 4.25. The current of extracted ions was
0.33 nA. From the results, the extraction e#ciency was found to be 3.3 ' 10#2.
The neutralization system consisted of a yttrium tube, a stainless steel (SUS) tube
and a SUS wire, as shown in Fig. 4.25. A DC bias of#200 V was applied to the yttrium
and the SUS tube, so that ions were drifted to the yttrium tube by the electric !eld
and converted into neutral atoms by neutralization in the charge-transfer collision
with the yttrium tube. The neutral atoms after passing through the yttrium tube and
the entrance hole with a diameter of 0.5 mm were detected by the QMS placed at the
downstream chamber. If ions were not neutralized they could not reach the QMS,
because the potential of the entrance "ange was grounded.
In order to experimentally estimate the neutralization e#ciency of this system, we
measured the neutral atoms on the QMS under four kinds of conditions, in which the
ion source was switched ON and OFF, and the yttrium tube was installed or removed
(SUS tube only). The deduced neutralization e#ciency is as following. A ratio (R) of
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where N0 is the number of atoms introduced into the ion source, * is an ionization
e#ciency in the ion source, ( is a neutralization probability in the drift chamber, / is
an active neutralization e#ciency in the neutralization system, . is a neutralization
probability in the downstream of the neutralization system, and a1 and a2 are total
transmission e#ciencies of the neutral particles and the ions, respectively.
In this experiment, a nitrogen gas was used as the ion source. An argon gas was
employed as a carrier gas and the gas pressure in the chamber was approximately
10 kPa in Fig. 4.25. The neutral N2 were measured with the ion source o$ for 120 s,
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Fig. 4.25 Drawing of the o$-line setup and the neutralization system. The length
of the yttrium tube is 110 mm and the inner diameter is 8 mm.
and just after switching on the ion source, the same measurement was performed for
120 s, The set of these two measurements was repeated and the averaged counting
rates with the ion source ON/OFF were compared in order to reduce the in"uence
of the instability of the system’s parameter *, gas-"ow rate, etc. The above procedure
was employed for yttrium tube and for SUS tube. A notable di$erence between ratios
R with the yttrium tube and the SUS tube was observed as shown in Fig. 4.26. It would
be considered due to a di$erence of /, between the conditions with the yttrium and
the SUS tube. In order to estimate / of the yttrium, we are now evaluating a2 ! a1 in
each condition.







Fig. 4.26 Ratio “R” of count measured with ion source ON to that measured with
ion source OFF. The “R” was determined both with and without a yttrium tube.
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4.4 Conclusion
The RIABR is an extension of the Rabi resonance method and has an advantage over
the !-NMR method because it does not require a spin-polarized RI. It provides a
new and powerful method to measure nuclear moments of unstable nuclei, and also
to produce thermal-energy spin-polarized beams which should be useful in surface
physics and fundamental physics.
The RIABR device consists of an atomic beam source including a stopping cell and
a neutralizer, a sextupole “A” magnet, an NMR section including an RF cavity and a
“C” magnet, a quadrupole “B” magnet, and an RI detection device. The names “A”,
“B” and “C” come from the conventional atomic beam method. The neutral atomic
beam is obtained by the processes of the stop of the energetic radioactive ions in the
gas cell, the transport of the thermalized ions, the extraction of the ions from the gas
cell through the nozzle and then the neutralization of the ions. Thus, the source of
the thermalized and neutral atomic beam of unstable nuclei is the most important
part of the RIABR device.
First, the small gas cell was designed and installed to test the stopping performance
of the energetic unstable nuclei and the extraction e#ciency through the small exit
hole with the gas "ow. It was !lled by the argon gas at 133 Pa and kept as low as 150K.
The unstable nucleus, 18O selected using the RIPS were introduced into the gas cell,
and extracted from the gas cell. Yields of !-rays emitted from the 18O were measured.
The result showed the clear di$erence between the yields for the gas "owing condi-
tion and the non-"owing one.
On the next step the volume of the cell was enlarged to increase the stopping per-
formance of the gas cell, and ion-guide technique was introduced. The !rst and sec-
ond prototype of RI atomic beam source with ion-guide technique were tested using
RI beams selected by RIPS. However, we could not !nd out the extracted RI from
the gas cell in these experiments. Speculative reasons would be the neutralization of
the ions due to impurities of the gas and the ion loss at the wall of the cell due to low
beam-stopping performance, a non-optimum electric !eld and charge-up of the glass
cell.
Considering these reasons, the third prototype of RI atomic beam source with ion-
guide technique was designed. The stopping volume of the third prototype was ex-
tended to 350 mm long that caused the stopping power become 5 times larger than
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that of the second cell.
In order to measure the position of the stopped unstable nuclei in the third cell, the
plastic scintillator detector telescope was installed. Since the present telescope could
identify the direction of the !-ray emitted from the stopped unstable nuclei, it deter-
mined the position of the unstable nuclei stopped in the cell. Its position resolution
& and detection e#ciency $. were found to be 6 cm and 0.01, respectively.
The !rst online experiment was performed with the unstable nucleus 31Al selected
from the RIPS. This telescope system well worked to decide the position of the ra-
dioactive nuclei with the appropriate thickness of the Al degrader, and to measure
the drift e#ciency. The drift e#ciency was measured by a comparison between the
distributions of RIs with and without the electric !eld. The obtained drift e#ciency
was 0.0115(5). From the yield of the !-ray emitted from the RI extracted to the low-
pressure volume, the maximum extraction e#ciency was obtained as 4.3(1) ' 10#4.
The second online experiment was performed using the unstable nucleus 16N pro-
duced by the d(15N,16N)p reaction at CYRIC. In this experiment the gas degrader
was introduced at the upstream of the ion-guide system to reduce the energy of the
recoiled nuclei. It show the better performances than that of the rotary metallic de-
grader because of easy gas-pressure control. The drift e#ciency was measured in
the same fashion of the !rst experiment and extracted as 3.20(28) ' 10#2. The total
transmission e#ciency of the ion-guide system was about 0.001.
Next step toward the RIABR was the development of the neutralization system.
In this neutralization system the ions were converted into the neutral atoms by the
charge-transfer collision with the yttrium. The neutralization e#ciency of the system
was measured using the nitrogen ion from the discharge-type ion source, which was
installed at the ion-guide chamber !lled by the argon gas. The nitrogen ions from the
ion source were transported and extracted to the yttrium tube of the neutralization
system. The yield of the neutralized nitrogen was measured using the quadrupole
mass spectrometer. A notable di$erence between ratios with the yttrium tube and the
SUS tube was observed. It would be considered due to the di$erence of neutralization
e#ciency between the conditions with the yttrium and the SUS tube.
The present results motivate further developments to realize the RIABR which no-
body has ever done.
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5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Physics with spin-polarized RI beam and !-NMR
Beams of spin-polarized Radioactive Isotope (RI) are applied for various studies, e.g.
from in nuclear physics with ! decays and nuclear moments [39], to in condensed
matter physics including magnetism in metals and insulators, impurity and elec-
tronic dynamics in semiconductors, and superconductivity. In addition, the spin-
polarized RI beam may even be an exclusive tool to investigate surfaces, layers and
nano-sized structures, if distribution of energy and spatial of the beam at a measur-
ing device can be controlled with su#cient precision. Production of the RI beam via
inverse-kinematics reactions would be one of the most appropriate methods to obtain
spin-polarized RI beams.
In the low-energy nucleon-transfer reaction, selection in both the recoil angle and
the kinetic energy of the product nuclei brings the spin polarization to the RI beam, as
shown in Fig. 5.1. In the inverse-kinematics arrangement, the distribution in the recoil
angle in the normal kinematics shows up as a sharply focused angular dispersion of
the RI beam. Yet, the narrow but !nite widths of the angular and energy distribution
of the RI beam preserve the memory of the recoil angle and energy. By selecting, con-
sequently, a certain region of emission angles and energies of RI beam, the RI beam
will be spin-polarized. Forward focusing beam facilitates more e#cient transporta-
tion and focus at measuring point than the beam recoiled in normal kinematics, and
also separation based on momentum analysis with an in-"ight mass separator.
5.1.2 Application of spin-polarized RI to condensed matter physics:
nitrogen-vacancy center
The exclusively long relaxation times achieved for nuclear spins in solid suggest a
promising nuclear spin system for quantum bits (qubits). However, realization of
the nuclear spin qubits requires inevitably the observation and operation of a single
nuclear spin. Such an opportunity would be provided by a 15N nuclear spin in a
diamond nitrogen-vacancy center (N-V center). The N-V center consists of a nitrogen
atom substituting for a carbon atom and a nearest-neighbor vacancy as illustrated in
Fig. 5.2(a), and is produced in Type Ib diamond by high-energy electron irradiation
and subsequent annealing. The N-V center has a 3A ground state and a 3E excited
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Fig. 5.1 Stereographical view of observed polarization of 12B in 11B(d,p)12B reac-
tion. (Tanaka et. al. [94])
state with a very short lifetime as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The notably luminous optical
transition between these states would provide a means of detecting a single nuclear
spin in the N-V center: after repetition of the optical excitation and de-excitation, the
electronic spin state is oriented preferentially to the population of the ms ! 0 state.
Once the orientation of electronic spins is achieved, the application of a microwave for
the Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) transition between the hyper!ne-split levels leads
to an intensity change in the optical transition. Thus it enables a high-sensitivity
detection of ESR, namely optically detected ESR. Furthermore, incorporation of a
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) transition with the ESR induces the polarization
of nitrogen nuclear spins. We will investigate the method of examining this nuclear
polarization process by detecting !-rays from the unstable nuclei 17N.

















Fig. 5.2 Crystalline structure (a) and energy levels and excitation scheme (b) of N-V center.
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5.2 Experimental Procedure
5.2.1 Production of spin-polarized 17N beam
Spin polarization in inverse-kinematics reaction
As a starting point, it is appropriate to consider spin polarization in the normal-
kinematics reaction. In the normal-kinematics experiment such as that with the
11B(d,p)12B reaction [94], Figure 5.1 suggests that the polarization obtained shows
an abrupt change including its sign depending on the recoil angle and the energy of
the deuteron. Additionally, it indicates that by selecting suitable recoil angles and
incident deuteron energies the 12B polarization should be obtained up to 15 %.
Meanwhile, Yamamoto and Kubo [95] discusses a possibility of large spin polar-
ization for nuclei produced via an inverse-kinematics nucleon-transfer reaction using
Brink’s matching conditions [96, 97]. According to Brink, the kinematical matching
condition for the large nucleon-transfer probability comprises two requirements: one
is the linear momentum matching of the transferred nucleon and the other is the an-
gular momentum matching which claims that the orbital angular momentum of the
reaction system have to be approximately conserved. The !rst is given by






where k0 is a wave number of the projectile per nucleon in the laboratory system, R1
and R2 are the radii of the projectile and the residual nucleus, respectively, and m1
and m2 are the z-components of the orbital angular momenta l1 and l2 of the projectile
and the residual nucleus, respectively. Here the z axis is chosen parallel to a vector
k f ' ki where ki and k f are the incoming and outgoing wave vectors, respectively,
as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The second requirement is written as
#L ! (m2 # m1) +
1




where R ! R1 + R2 and v is the relative velocity of the projectile and the residual
nuclei. Qe$ denotes the e$ective reaction Q value de!ned as Qe$ ! Q##VC with#VC
being the di$erence in the Coulomb barrier between the initial and !nal channels. In
addition, Brink de!nes the following third condition due to the parity restriction,
l1 + m1 : even and l2 + m2 : even. (5.3)












Fig. 5.3 Diagram of transfer process. Symbols are de!ned in the text.
They show that the cross section acquires a strong dependence on the z-component
of nucleon orbital angular momenta before and after the transfer.
The sign of polarization should depend on whether the reaction is near-side or far-
side dominant [95]. The de"ection angle of the ejectile is essentially governed by a
balance between the attractive nuclear force and the repulsive Coulomb force. The
nuclear force should become dominant as the proton number of the target decreases,
so that the dominating trajectory is considered to switch from the near-side to far-side
trajectories [98]. The kinematical matching conditions become di$erent between the
near-side and far-side trajectories, and consequently, their cross sections can be very
di$erent. Therefore the large spin polarization will realized by choosing the kine-
matics conditions experimentally, where the Brink’s matching condition is satis!ed
and either of the near-side or far-side trajectory is dominant.
Isotope separation
The present experiments were performed using a low-energy in-"ight separator
CRIB [99]. CRIB essentially consists of two dipole magnets and seven quadrupole
magnets, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
The isotope separation was provided through the analysis of the magnetic rigidity












Fig. 5.4 Schematic view of the low-energy in-"ight isotope separator CRIB and
the !-NMR apparatus.
where B is the magnetic !eld, 0 is the gyroradius of the particle due to this !eld*!,
mN is the nucleon mass, and e is the elementary electric charge. A and Q denote the
mass and charge of the particle, respectively. The velocity v0 is almost the same as the
projectile one. Therefore, by placing a slit at the momentum-dispersive focal plane
F1 the fragments are selected according to their A/Q values through the !rst dipole
D1.
Production of 17N beam
A beam of 17N was produced via the Be(18O,17N) reaction. A primary beam of 18O7+
at energy of 7.0 AMeV with intensity of 300 pnA bombarded a thin Be target of
2.8 mg/cm2, which was installed in a target chamber at F0. The 17N products were
separated from other species by the magnetic rigidity analysis. In order to reduce
intensity of 17O7+ from that of the secondary beam, the charge stripper foil of 1.5-µm
Mayler was inserted in the path of the secondary beam at the momentum-dispersive
focal plane F1. The yield of the 17N beam was typically 105 cps at the achromatic
focus F2 by selecting the emission angle in the laboratory system from #0.6 to #2.8°
and the momentum from 1.84 to 1.88 GeV/c.
*! The radii 0 in the D1 and the second dipole D2 in the CRIB are both 0.9 m.
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5.2.2 Detection of nuclear magnetic resonance
!-detected nuclear magnetic resonance by means of adiabatic fast passage
method
The Adiabatic Fast Passage (AFP) technique of NMR [100] was employed to measure
the spin polarization P of 17N (I! ! 1/2#, µ ! 0.352(2) µN, T1/2 ! 4.173 s). Angular
distribution of ! rays originating from the spin-polarized nuclei with P is given by
W (") ! 1 + v
c
A!P cos ", (5.5)
where " denotes the angle of !-ray emission relative to the z-axis, v and c are the
velocity of the !-particle and light, respectively, and A! is the !-decay asymmetry
parameter. A! is determined by spins of levels for pure Gamow-Teller transitions and
+0.57 for the ! decay of 17N. The ratio between the measured !-ray counts at the up
and down telescopes is denoted by R. E$ect of !-NMR is evaluated from R measured




(1 # A!P)/(1 + A!P)
(1 + A!P)/(1 # A!P)
( 1 # 4A!P. (5.6)
!-NMR apparatus
The !-NMR apparatus consisted of a stopper, an NMR magnet, RF coils, and !-ray
counters. A schematic view and a photo were shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.
■Stopper The stopper was a cubic MgO single crystal because of a su#ciently long
spin-lattice relaxation time T1 for 17N at the room temperature [101]. The MgO stop-
per was placed in a center of the magnet pole and, additionally, in a vacuumed duct,
because energy of the 17N beam, $6.4 AMeV was too low to pass through the air. The
size of the MgO crystal was 16 ' 22 ' 1 mm3 and the 16x22 plane was the (110) plane.
The MgO stopper was inclined at 45° to the magnetic !eld.
The duct was made of an 1-mm-thick Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) and its outer
size is 20 ' 20 mm2.
■NMR magnet The NMR magnet provided the static magnetic !eld B0 to the stop-
per in order to preserve the spin polarization and to de!ne the NMR frequency. The
magnet was located on the F3, or the F2 stage of the CRIB in order to keep with the
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rotation of the CRIB. A gap of the magnet pole was 40 mm and a magnetic !eld was
707.7 mT.
■RF coils The RF coils applying the oscillating magnetic !eld B1 to the stopper in
the direction perpendicular to B0, were mounted just by the side of the stopper and
outside of the duct. The size of the RF coils was 20 mm in diameter. The RF coils
provided the B1 !eld of 0.2 mT containing 3.8 MHz ± 0.1 %.
■!-ray counters The !-ray counters of the !-NMR was speci!ed for the detection of
the emission direction of the !-ray, up or down, its number, and the large detection
e#ciency. The !-ray counters were two telescopes consisting of three plastic scintil-
lators (BICRON BC408) located above and below the stopper. The thickness of each
scintillator was designed to be 1 mm. The radii of the nearest, middle, and farthest
scintillators from the stopper were 100, 110 and 120 mm in diameter, respectively.
The !-ray telescopes spanned $50 % of the 4! solid angle in total. This detector solid
angle provided an optimized !gure of merit, given as Ae$2$! in terms of the angle-
averaged ! asymmetry Ae$ and the ! detection solid angle $!, for the measurement
of !-ray asymmetry. Each scintillator was wrapped the aluminized mylar !lm and
then the light shielding sheet due to isolation of the scintillation. The !-ray detec-
tion required coincidence in signals from the three thin plastic scintillators in order
to reduce the background noise. Main component of the background noise was "
activities from the daughter nuclei. Cosmic rays were reduced by a iron yoke of the
magnet and neutrons from the reaction target were rejected by the time sequence. Ef-
!ciency for "-ray detection by the thin scintillator was smaller than that for !-ray one.
In addition, the coincidence in the three signals rejected events of the electrons pro-
duced by the Compton scattering, the photoelectric e$ect, and the pair production.
The energy distribution of the !-ray prevent measurement of the energy from identi-
fying its origin, in contrast to that of the "-ray. Thus, the !-NMR requires composition
ratio of the beam implanted in the stopper.











Fig. 5.5 Schematic view of !-NMR apparatus
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Fig. 5.6 Photo of !-NMRapparatus
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5.3 Data analysis
5.3.1 Properties of 17N beam
Yield and purity of secondary beam
#E-TOF spectrum at achromatic focal plane F2 is presented in Fig. 5.7. A compo-
sition ratio of 17N7+ was 12 %, And contaminations were 18O7+ (15 %), 15C6+ (4 %),
14C6+ (32 %) and p (26 %). A total yield was 106 pps, therefore the yield of 17N was
105 particle per second (pps). An energy of 17N was 6.24 to 6.52 AMeV.
Yield and purity of !-rays from RI implanted in MgO stopper
A time spectrum for the !-ray events accumulated is shown in Fig. 5.8. Least squares
!tting to the time spectra of a theoretical function is represented two-component ex-
perimental decay and a constant background, for short-life ! emitters of the beam are
17N (T1/2 ! 4.173 s) and 15C (T1/2 ! 2.449 s), It indicates that fractions of the !-rays



























Fig. 5.7 #E-TOF at achromatic focal plane F2. The vertical and horizontal axes
stands for the energy loss in the silicon state detector, #E and the Time Of Flight
(TOF), respectively.
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Fig. 5.8 ! rays counts as a function of the time (dots). The solid line represents a !t
to the data using two exponentials plus a constant background. These individual
components are for 17N (T1/2 ! 4.173 s), 15C (T1/2 ! 2.449 s) and the constant
background, are shown by the dashed lines.
300 count per second (cps).
5.3.2 Polarization of 17N beam
Momentum distribution and polarization of 17N beam
Momentum distribution of an outgoing momentum p of the 17N beam is shown in
the upper part of Fig. 5.9, where the emission acceptance is chosen to be #0.6 to #2.8°
in the laboratory system corresponding to #2 to #10° in the center-of-mass system.
Shape nicely !ts to the Gaussian and standard deviation is 0.016 GeV/c. Observed
!-ray asymmetry A!P obtained for 17N is shown as a function of p in the lower part
of Fig. 5.9. The momentum acceptance had to be set to a right region of a peak of the
distribution due to the polarization of the beam.




























Fig. 5.9 (a) Momentum distribution of 17N and (b) Observed !-ray asymmetry
A!P as a function of the momentum of the 17N beam at the emission angles "c.m. !
#2 to #10°. Horizontal and vertical extension indicate momentum acceptance and
statistical uncertainty in A!P (one standard deviation), respectively.
Emission angle and polarization of 17N beam
Observed !-ray asymmetry A!P as a function of the emission angle in the center-
of-mass system "c.m. is shown in Fig. 5.9. In this measurement the momentum was
con!ned to (1.000–1.025)p0 where p0 was a peak in the momentum distribution of
the beam. Maximum |A!P | is 0.39 %, thus |P | is 0.68 %. However, considering un-
certainties, the polarization does not depend on the emission angle, and |A!P | is ap-
proximately 0.2 % in spite of the emission angle. |P | $ 0.4 % looks like rather small.













Emissin angle in c.m. [degree]
Fig. 5.10 Observed !-ray asymmetry A!P as a function of the emission angle in the
center-of-mass system, "c.m.. Horizontal extension indicates the acceptance of the
emission angle. Vertical extension indicates the uncertainty in A!P (one standard
deviation), which was mainly due to the counting statistics.
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Matching condition of 9Be(18O,17N)10B reaction
We evaluated values of |#k | and |#L | numerically as a function of the incident energy
Ei of the 18O beam as stated by Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), and the result is shown in Fig. 5.10.
In the simplest case of the 9Be(18O,17N)10B reaction with a ground state (g.s.) to g.s.
transfer of proton, the proton is transferred from a p 1/2 state to a p 3/2 state, so that
both l1 and l2 are 1. From Eq. (5.3) we obtain m1 ! ±1 and m2 ! ±1, which we used
in the evaluation.
As seen in Fig. 5.11, at Ei ! 126 MeV the condition on #k (Eq. (5.1)) is mostly sat-
is!ed for the transfer from the m1 ! +1 to m2 ! +1 states (a). On the other hand,
the condition on #L (Eq. (5.2)) are satis!ed for the transfers from #1 to +1 (c). The
sign of m1 plays an important role in a sign of the polarization of the ejectile due to
the angular-momentum conservation. Thus, the transfers with m1 ! +1 contribute to
negative polarization of 17N, while m1 ! #1 to the positive. The sign of the polariza-
tion P observed for "c.m.> 0 is negative, since A!P > 0 in Fig. 5.10 whereas A! < 0
for the ! decay of the 17N. This indicates that the transfer from +1 to +1 (a) should be
dominant.
The |#L | value for the transfer from +1 to +1 (a) becomes smaller than that for the
transfer from #1 to +1 (c) for Ei" 140 MeV. Thus, the magnitude of the polarization































Fig. 5.11 Dependence of |#k | and |#L | on the incident energy Ei of 18O, evalu-
ated according to Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). The nuclear radius was evaluated assuming
1.4A1/3 fm and the Coulomb energy di$erence#Vc ! #1.44(Zf1Zf2#Zi1Zi2)/R MeV,






2 are the proton numbers for the nuclei in the !nal and ini-
tial states, and R ! R1 + R2. (a) The transfer from m1 ! +1 to m2 ! +1, (b) from +1
to #1, (c) from #1 to +1 and (d) from #1 to #1.
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5.5 Summary
We produce the spin-polarized 17N beam via the inverse-kinematics low-energy
transfer reaction, and investigate the momentum-acceptance and the emission-
acceptance dependence of the polarization. The sign of the polarization of the
17N turns out to agree with that evaluated by considering the Brink’s matching
conditions. Meanwhile, in spite of the emission angle the obtained polarization
|P | is 0.4 %, which looks like rather small. The calculation based on the Brink’s
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Our motivation toward studies presented has been study of structure of unstable
nuclei with nuclear moments. The studies mean development, measurement, discus-
sion and application. There is no standard combination between production methods
of unstable nuclei and spin polarization and measurement methods of nuclear mo-
ments. Therefore, we have needed to select various production and measurement
methods in accordance to the goals.
Nuclear moment of Radioactive Isotope (RI) in a relatively light-mass neutron-rich
region can be measured using combination of projectile fragmentation and !-ray-
detected Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (!-NMR). As presented in Chap. 2, a spin-
polarized 33Al beam was produced using the fragment separator LISE, and an elec-
tric quadrupole moment of 33Al was measured by !-NMR (!-NQR). Thus, possible
evolution of nuclear structure around 33Al was investigated by comparing the elec-
tric quadrupole moment obtained with theoretical predictions. We will continue to
measure nuclear moments of the other nuclei in or around an island of inversion, and
to investigate the nuclear structure of the island of inversion.
We have developed Tohoku RF-IGISOL which is an isotope separator on-line pro-
ducing unstable nuclei located in an A ! 100–130 neutron-rich region by proton-
induced !ssion reaction. A measurement method of nuclear moment with Tohoku
RF-IGISOL is "-PAC which uses an anisotropic angular correlation between direc-
tions of emission of two "-rays due to unstable nuclei with no orientation of spins.
As described in Chap. 3, the half-life of the excited state in 105Ru was measured in the
preparation work for the magnetic-moment measurement by "-PAC, and a SextuPole
Ion-Guide (SPIG) has been installed in order to increase yields of unstable nuclei. We
will promote the improvement of Tohoku RF-IGISOL as well as development of new
magnetic-moment measuring method such as cross-polarization !-NMR and atomic
beam resonance method described in Chap. 4. "-PAC is the most versatile measure-
ment method for nuclear moment of an excited state in this region, but can not be
applied for a nuclear moment of a ground state. In contrast with that, those methods
can be applied for the ground-state moment.
Tohoku RF-IGISOL has simpler composition than that of other production meth-
ods, because it mainly needs a proton beam accelerated by an AVF cyclotron, an ura-
nium target and a mass separator comprised of a dipole magnet, while, for example,
BigRIPS needs four accelerators including a huge superconducting ring cyclotron,
long beam line and many magnets. It means that its operation cost in a process of
producing unstable nuclei is lower. A reaction used in both BigRIPS and Tohoku RF-
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IGISOL is the !ssion of uranium, but its arrangement is di$erent whether in inverse-
kinematics or in normal-kinematics. Because of this di$erence, shorter life unstable
nuclei located in farther from stability, namely along the drip line, are able to be pro-
duced using BigRIPS. Due to the cost and the production ability, experiment using
BigRIPS including measurement and development is apt to be performed for the nu-
clei located in farther from stability. Meanwhile, in the case of Tohoku RF-IGISOL
we can not study such unstable nuclei, but we can often get opportunity of a beam
time. In addition, most of nuclear moments to be measured are widely distributed
in area between the stable line and the drip line, not only along the drip line, as pre-
sented in Fig. 1.1. Systematic study of nuclear moments located from the stable line
to the drip line is important, as discussed the evolution of nuclear structure around
33Al in Chap. 2. Thus, we will complement systematic measurements of the nuclear
moments using Tohoku RF-IGISOL.
The RIABR is an extension of the Rabi resonance method for unstable nuclei and
has an advantage over the !-NMR method for it does not require a spin-polarized
RI. It provides a new and powerful method to measure nuclear moments of unstable
nuclei produced using not only IGISOL but also a projectile-fragment separator. The
RIABR apparatus is conveniently divided into a neutral atomic beam source of unsta-
ble nuclei and an Rabi resonance apparatus. Present status of the atomic beam source
is still under development as presented in Chap. 4. In this development we again re-
alize that such development requires a basis made of huge amount of knowledge,
technique and experience of ISOL, especially IGISOL. Thus, it will be synergistically
combined with development of IGISOL. Whereas, there is need of reconstruction of
a versatile atomic beam resonance apparatus for heavy nuclei. Because atomic beam
resonance apparatuses working today are specialized for each purpose, e.g. a spin-
polarized proton target in a scattering experiment and a device precisely measuring
magnetic moment of unstable alkali nuclei. Therefore, the development has just be-
gun.
New scheme of producing spin-polarized RI 17N via the inverse-kinematics reac-
tion has been developed for application of the spin-polarized RI beam to condensed
matter physics including impurity and electronic dynamics in semiconductors, as
presented in Chap. 5. The polarization obtained currently looks like rather small, so
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